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Prólogo. Vida Cuántica

En esta sociedad que avanza tan rápidamente existen corrientes y modas que nos impulsan

a lugares, retos, sitios y situaciones que no estaban en nuestras mentes o que simplemente

no los teniamos como meta, al igual los electrones de un material que viven en mar social

regido por la f́ısica, se comportan de forma muy parecida a los humanos, muchas veces y

sin saber por qué, un voltaje hace que estos se agiten y viajen de un sitio a otro con una

trayectoria errática y torpe, como los seres humanos. En dicho movimiento y bajo los ojos

de un microscopio de efecto túnel, los electrones se ven lanzados a un nanocontacto, el cual

es un camino tortuoso, estrecho, lleno de obstáculos, como en la vida misma. Al igual que

los electrones las personas se ven arrastradas hacia un precipicio, retos, situaciones, cuyo

camino es minado de dificultades, las cuales hay que esquivar. En este viaje, las personas

o los electrones deben llegar a su fin, pero justo antes de llegar al otro borne, en el caso de

los electrones, o en alcanzar su reto en el caso de las personas, part́ıculas y seres humanos

se dan cuenta que para llegar a la meta, existe una gran dificultad que a modo de muro

infranqueable les imposibilita alcanzar su llegada. Es entonces, cuando la f́ısica cuántica

nos recuerda que existe un fenómeno llamado efecto túnel que consiste en la posibilidad

no nula de atravesar la barrera que nos obstaculiza.

Carlos Sabater
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Symbols

Table 1: Fundamental Constants

Symbol Name Value and units

q, e electronic charge 1.602x10−19 C
h Planck constant 6.626x10−34 Js
h̄ h/2π 1.055x10−34 Js
m free electron mass 9.11x10−31 kg

G0 = 2q2/h = 2e2/h conductance quantum 77.48x10−6S

Table 2: Other Symbols Used

Symbol Name Units

I current amperes(A)
V voltage volts(V)
G conductance siemens(S=A/V)
R resistance ohms(Ω = V/A)
t time seconds (s)

Å Ångström 10−10m
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Introducción

Nancociencia es una interdisciplina cient́ıfica que busca nuevas propiedades y compor-

tamientos (f́ısicos, qúımicos, ...) que emergen cuando reducimos las dimensiones de un

material a la nanoescala(10−9m) o cerca del tamaño atómico. Además la Nanociencia no

solo busca dichas propiedades sino que también pretende controlar de estos fenómenos.

Déjenme empezar este caṕıtulo de introducción con una frase que hemos óıdo frecuente-

mente durante los años de estudio en f́ısica, ” Supongamos que ...”

Supongamos que tenemos una máquina universal para realizar experimentos mecánico-

eléctricos en muestras de distintos tamaños. Supongamos que esta máquina de realizar

experimentos nos permite estudiar muestras que van desde dimensiones del kilómetro hasta

la escala nanométrica. Supongamos que se nos da la oportunidad de usar esta máquina uni-

versal. Mediante los experimentos obtendŕıamos que las propiedades mecánico-eléctricas en

las distintas escalas se ven fuertemente influenciadas por el tamaño de la muestra. A base

de examinar nuestras muestras podŕıamos obtener su respuesta mecánico-eléctrica en difer-

entes escalas. El primer resultado obtenido, reveleŕıa que el tamaño importa especialmente,

cuando las dimensiones de estas muestras están cerca del rango del nanómetro (10−9m),

en este caso, las propiedades eléctricas y mecánicas presentan un comportamiento distinto

respecto al mostrado cuando sus dimensiones son macroscópicas. Un cient́ıfico experimen-

tal a la vista de los experimentos realizados podŕıa concluir que el tamaño de los objetos a

estudiar es importante y un parámetro a considerar, le recordaŕıa la idea de que cuando los

sistemas f́ısicos están cercanos a la longitud de onda De Broglie, el comportamiento f́ısico

es descrito mediante las leyes de la f́ısica cuántica, las cuales explicaŕıan dichos fenómenos.

Durante el último siglo investigadores y empresas del ámbito tecnológico han contribuido

al entendimiento de lo que sucede en el nanomundo. Contribuciones como el desarrollo de

la teoŕıa de la f́ısica cuántica, avances en la electrónica y el diseño de nuevos microscopios

nos han servido para entender y predecir el comportamiento de los materiales en el escala

nanométrica.

Pero,¿por qué debemos entender el nanomundo?
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Es un hecho que el mundo de la tecnoloǵıa ha experimentado tremendos avances durante

estas últimas décadas, llevándonos la miniaturización a la escala nanométrica la cual se

suele llamar nanomundo.

A la izquierda de la figura 1 se muestra un ordenador personal de IBM y a la derecha

un iPad. La primera imagen es un IBM modelo 5150 y fue producido en 1981 y el iPad fue

creado en 2010. Mi primer ordenador fue un PC 286 con 40 Mbytes en su disco duro y 1

Mbyte en RAM, hoy en d́ıa millones de personas tienen ”smart phones” cuya posibilidades

superan en 3 ordenes de magnitud las que ofrećıa mi primer ordenador, es decir, reduciendo

el tamaño de la tecnoloǵıa aproximadamente un orden de magnitud hemos aumentado tres

ordenes de magnitud las capacidades electrónicas de las memorias y las velocidades de

procesamiento de éstas.

Figure 1: Ordenador personal de IBM y iPad (NO ESTAN ESCALADOS)

Este rápido desarrollo fue descrito por Gordon E. Moore. La ley de Moore describe

cómo el número de transistores integrados en los dispositivos electrónicos se duplica aprox-

imadamente cada dos años. Esta tendencia ha continuado durante más de medio siglo y se

espera que continúe hasta cerca de 2020 o con un fin natural cuando los dispositivos estén

formados por componentes de tamaño atómico.

La ley de Moore mostrada en la figura 2 no sólo se mantiene vigente en el tamaño de los

circuitos, se puede aplicar también esta ley en: la velocidad de procesamiento, capacidad

de memoria, sensores, e incluso para el número y tamaño de los ṕıxeles en las cámaras

digitales.

Siguiendo la ley de Moore en unas pocas décadas las diferentes partes de un circuito

en algún producto tecnológico como sus: resistencias, condensadores o solenoides, estarán

formado por unos pocos átomos o incluso podŕıa estar formadas por un solo átomo. Es por

esta razón que estamos interesados en monitorizar, medir e interpretar, las propiedades

electrónicas que surgen en un solo átomo conectado a electrodos. Como ejemplo de ésto,
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Figure 2: Pasado, presente and futuro de los transistores

durante años, el transporte electrónico a través de un único átomo se ha estudiado teniendo

en cuenta que este átomo actúa como una resistencia simple, sin embargo es bien conocido

que cualquier circuito puede ser interpretado como un circuito RLC, es decir, un circuito

que está compuesto por una resistencia, un condensador y un solenoide. Para simplificar

experimentos, y arrojar luz en las medidas electrónicas de la capacitancia en un contacto de

tamaño atómico se podŕıa pensar en los contactos de tamaño atómico como un condensador

y una resistencia en paralelo como la figura 3 muestra. Pero para entender la capacidad

(C), hay que recordar que la geometŕıa del contacto juega un papel importante. Parte de

este trabajo de investigación, se ha centrado en la realización de mediciones electrónicas

de transporte, simulaciones y cálculos, que pueden ayudar a comprender la geometŕıa de

los contactos en el tamaño atómico.

En este manuscrito hemos tratado de mejorar nuestra comprensión de la geometŕıa y el

transporte electrónico en contactos de tamaño atómico. Para mostrar los conceptos prin-

cipales presentamos en esta introducción un breve resumen de cada caṕıtulo. En primer

lugar, en el caṕıtulo 1 de esta tesis, se muestran los diferentes tratamientos del transporte

electrónico en macrosistemas y nanoestructuras metálicas. Además se describen breve-

mente las diferentes técnicas utilizadas para modelar el transporte electrónico utilizando

simulaciones atomı́sticas.

El caṕıtulo 2 se centra en describir la fabricación de los contactos de tamaño atómico.

Detallamos dos técnicas que hemos utilizado, microscopio de efecto túnel (STM) y Me-

chanical Controlled Break-Junctions (MCBJ). Hemos resumido en este caṕıtulo algunos

de los métodos de análisis de datos experimentales y se presentan nuevas metodoloǵıas que

se han utilizado para entender la geometŕıa de los contactos.

En el caṕıtulo 3, se muestra como modelar los nanocontactos usando simulaciones
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Figure 3: Conversion de un conacto atómico en un circuito de RC.

atómisticas. En él explicamos la metodoloǵıa utilizada para obtener la evolución de la

configuración atómica utilizando simulaciones Dinámica Molecular (DM) y cálculos de

primeros principios para obtener el transporte electrónico en las estructuras proporcionadas

por DM. Este caṕıtulo está dividido en 2 bloques. En el primero se explican los potenciales

interatómicos o potenciales ”many-body” utilizados en la Dinámica Molecular y el segundo

bloque se utiliza para explicar los cálculos Ab-initio para obtener el transporte electrónico,

basados en la teoŕıa de la densidad funcional (DFT). Combinando estos cálculos se pueden

comparar los resultados experimentales obtenidos en los caṕıtulos 4, 5 y 6 con los resultados

teóricos.

En los caṕıtulos 4 y 5 se estudia el proceso de formación de contactos de tamaño

atómico entre dos electrodos y se comparan los experimentos con simulaciones atómicas y

cálculos DFT. En particular, el caṕıtulo 5 describe experimental y teóricamente el proceso

que se produce cuando unimos dos electrodos del mismo material, para observar cómo es el

primer contacto entre estos o en su defecto como se rompe atómicamente si lo que hacemos

es separa los metales. Todo ello lo hemos estudiado mediante experimentos y simulaciones

de transporte electrónico. En particular, en el caṕıtulo 4 se discute la posibilidad de afilar

atómicamente los electrodos mediante el control de la identación de éstos.

El caṕıtulo 6 se centra en el estudio de como afecta la identación entre electrodos de oro

en la formación de cadenas atómicas. Además hemos medido e identificado la formación

de dobles cadenas atómicas mediante experimentos, simulaciones de MD y cálculos DFT.
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Fue Murakami [Phys.Rev.Lett.97, 236805(2006)], quien sugirió que las bicapas de bis-

muto pueden presentar un comportamiento de ’Quantum Spin Hall Insulator’. Nuestros

colaboradores D. Gosálbez, J. Fernández-Rossier y J.J. Palacios, utilizando modelos Tight-

Binding han calculado el transporte electrónico en una bicapa de bismuto (111) estable-

ciendo que la conductancia de una bicapa de Bi (111) está cerca de 1G0. En el caṕıtulo 7

se estudia la evolución del transporte electrónico en nanocontactos de bismuto. El objetivo

es encontrar estas bicapas de Bi (111), y medir su trasporte eléctrico, determinando aśı

el comportamiento de aislantes topológicos en condiciones ambiente. Las muestras de bis-

muto se caracterizaron mediante diferentes técnicas de microscoṕıa electrónica de barrido.

En esta caracterización, hemos observado que el bismuto presenta estructuras en capas en

la dirección cristalográfica (111). Además se ha medido el transporte electrónico en estas

bicapas de bismuto utilizando los electrodos de un microscopio de efecto túnel en condi-

ciones ambientales. Ocasionalmente, se han encontrado largos ’plateaus’ de conductancia

cercanos a 1G0 a medida que estiramos el contacto. Dichos ’plateaus’ con una longitud de

aproximadamente unos cientos de nanómetros nunca se han observado antes, ni siquiera

en materiales que forman largas cadenas atómicas como el oro o el platino, este compor-

tamiento inusual indica la existencia de bicapas de tamaño nanométrico. La combinación

de los experimentos de transporte y los cálculos Tight-Binding sugieren que podemos ex-

foliar bismuto en bicapas en la dirección cristalográfica nombrada anteriomente, y por

primera vez, se ha obtenido una evidencia de un comportamiento Aislante Topológico en

un cristal bidimensional. Este hecho abre nuevos horizontes en el campo de la investigación

de la espintrónica.

Como resumen de estas tesis, podemos concluir que combinando experimentos de trans-

porte eléctrico con simulaciones de Dinámica Molecular y cálculos de transporte eléctrico

Tight-Binding o DFT, hemos podido mejorar nuestro entendimiento sobre la geometŕıa de

contactos de tamaño atómico. Los conocimientos teórico-experimentales obtenidos en met-

ales nobles como (Au, Ag, Cu, ...) son la base para poder entender del trasporte eléctrico

en otros materiales como es el caso de materiales bidimensionales y de espesor atómico

como el Bismuto que muestran propiedades de aislante topolǵico.
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Introduction

Nanoscience is an interdisciplinary science that looks at new properties and behaviours

(physical, chemical, ...) which emerge when reducing the size of the materials at the nano

or atomic scale, and which also seeks to control these phenomena.

Let me start this introductory chapter with that phrase that we so often heared during

our physics studies, ”Let’s suppose that ...”

Let’s suppose that, we have a universal test-machine to test mechanical and electrical

properties on different samples. Let us suppose that this universal machine have the

possibility of testing system sizing from nanometer to kilometer sizes. Let us suppose

that we have the opportunity to use this machine. By testing our samples we would

obtain their mechanical-electrical response at these different scales. One relevant result

that it would be shown is that when the size of the samples is close to the nanometer

range, the electrical and mechanical properties show a different behaviour than those at

the macroscale. An experimental scientist would conclude that the size of the object

matters and would remember the idea that when the size of a physical system is close to

the De Broglie wave length, the physical behaviour has to be described using Quantum

Physics.

During the last century researchers and technology enterprises have contributed to

understand, what happens in the nanoworld. Contributions like the development of the

theory of Quantum Physics, advances in electronics and the design of new microscopes

have been used in order to describe, understand and predict the behaviour of materials in

the nanoworld.

But, why must we understand the nanoworld?

It is a fact that the technological world has experienced the tremendous advantages of

the past few decades thanks to miniaturization and such miniaturization is reaching the

nanometer scale, the so-called nanoworld.

On the left hand side of figure 4 we show an IBM personal computer and on the right

hand side an iPad. The first one is IBM model 5150 and was produced in 1981 and iPad

23
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table was produced in 2010. My first computer was a PC 286, with 40 Mbytes of hard disk

and 1 Mbyte of RAM, now Millions of person have a smart phones wich capabilites is maybe

3 orders of magnitude than my first computer, i.e, reducing the size one order of magnitude

we have obtained three orders of magnitud in electronics memories and processing speed.

Figure 4: Personal Computer of IBM and iPad (NOT TO SCALE)

This fast development was described by Gordon E. Moore. Moore’s law shown in figure

5 describes how the number of transistors integrated in electronic devices are doubled

approximately every two years. This trend has continued for more than half a century and

is expected to continue until close to 2020 or later with a natural end when the size of

atoms or molecules is reached in such devices.

Figure 5: Past, present and future of the transistor

Moore’s law stands not only for the size of circuits, we can apply this law also to: the

processing speed, memory capacity, sensors, and even for the number and size of pixels in

digital cameras.

Following Moore’s law in a few decades, different parts of a circuit like resitances,

capacitors or solenoids, in some technological product, will be formed by a few atoms
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or even, could be formed by a single atom. Is for this reason that we are interested to

monitor, measure and interpret, the new electronics properties which emerge in a single

atom connected to electrodes. As an example of this, during years, electronic transport

through a single atom have been studied considering that this atom acts like a simple

resistor; however it is well known that any circuit can be interpreted as an RLC circuit,

i.e, a circuit could be form by one Resistor, one Capacitor and one Solenoid. To simplify

experiments, and shed light in the measurements of capacitance in a atomic size contact

we could consider the atomic size contacts as being one capacitor and a resistance how

figure 6 shows. But to understand its capacitance value (C), we should remember that the

geometry of the contact plays an important role. In part of this research work we have

focused on performing electronic transport measurements, simulations and calculations,

which can help us to understand the geometry of contacts at the atomic size.

Figure 6: Conversion of one atomic size contact in a RC cirucuit

In this manuscript, we have tried to improve our understanding on the geometry and

on the electronic transport in atomic-size contacts. To introduce the main concepts we

present at this introduction a brief summary of every chapter. First, in chapter 1 of this

thesis, we show the different treatments of the electronic transport in macrosystem and

nano size metallic structures. We also describe briefly the different techniques used to

model electronic transport using atomistic simulations.

Chapter 2 focuses in the fabrication of the atomic size contacts. We detail two different

techniques that we have used, Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM) and Mechanical
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Controlled Break-Junctions (MCBJ). We have summarized in this chapter some methods

that we have used to analyse our experimental data and we present new methodologies

that we have used to understand the geometry of the contacts.

In chapter 3, we explain the methodology used to obtain the evolution of the atomic

position by Molecular Dynamics simulations(MD), and Ab-Intio calculations to obtain

the electronic transport in the structures provided by MD. This chapter is divided in 2

blocks the first one explains the interatomic potentials or many body potentials used in

Molecular Dynamics and the second block is used to explain the Ab-initio calculations,

based in Density Functional Theory (DFT) to obtain the electronic transport. Combining

these calculations we can compare the experimental results obtained in chapters 4, 5 and

6 with our theoretical results.

In Chapters 4 and 5 we study the process of formation of atomic-sized contacts in

between two electrodes and compared the experiments with atomistic simulations and

DFT calculations. In particular chapter 5 describes experimentally and theoretically the

process of bringing together two metals to observe how the first contact between these is

formed, or in the case of breaking the contact, as these evolve to rupture. We have studied

this process by means of the measurement of the electronic transport in the process of

rupture or formation of atomic size contacts. In particular chapter 4 discuses the possibility

of sharpening the electrodes by controlling the indentation process between these. This

chapter demonstrates theoretically and experimentally that by controlling this process of a

mechanical annealing we can create robust and geometrically well characterized atomically

electrodes.

Chapter 6 is focused on determining how the indentation between gold electrodes af-

fects in the formation of atomic chains. In addition we have measured and identified the

formation of double chains by atomic experiments, MD simulations and DFT calculations.

Was Murakami [Phys.Rev.Lett.97, 236805(2006)] who suggested that bismuth bilayers

may provide an alternative venue for the Quantum Spin Hall Insulator behaviour. Our

collaborators D. Gosalbez, J. Fernández-Rossier and J.J. Palacios, using Tight Binding

models have calculated the electronic transport in one Bilayer of Bismuth (111). They

have established that the conductance of one bilayer of Bi(111) is close to 1G0. In chapter

7 we study the evolution of electronic transport in small Bismuth contacts, and the aim

is find these bilayers of Bi(111) to demonstrate that the Topological Insulators behaviour

could exist at room conditions. Samples of bismuth were characterized by different tech-

niques of Microscopy (SEM, TEM and STM). In this characterization we have observed

that bismuth presents layered structure in the (111) crystallographic direction. We have
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measured the electronic transport in small contacts of bismuth using a STM at room

conditions. Occasionally, we have found long plateaus in the conductance as we stretch

the contact close to 1G0 which length’s plateaus are the order of hundred of nanometers.

Such long plateaus have never been observed before, not even in materials that form long

atomic structures like gold or platinum. This unusual behaviour suggests the existance of

a nanometer sized layered structure. Combining the experiments of transport and Tight-

Binding calculations we demonstrate that we can exfoliate bismuth in bilayers in the (111)

crystallographic direction, and for first time, we have obtained an evidence of a Topological

Insulator behaviour in bidimensional crystal. This fact opens new horizonts in the field of

spintronic research.

As summary of this thesis, we can conclude that combining electronic transport mea-

surements and atomistic simulations (MD,DFT and Tight-Binding) we can improve our

understanding of the geometry of atomic-sized contacts. These theorical and experimental

knowledges on electronic transport in nanocontacts acquired on noble metals (Au, Ag, Cu,

...) are the base to understand the electronic transport in new materials like in the case of

layered materials that show Topological Insulators behaviour.
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Chapter 1

Study of Nanocontacts through

electronic transport

This chapter is focused on the description of the different models and theories that explain

the electronic transport when the size of a conductive material is reduced to nanometric

scale. This chapter starts describing the electronic transport in metallic macroscopic sys-

tem. Also we describe and introduce the electronic transport in metallic point contacts

and through a vacuum gap. Furthermore we describe briefly how to use the electronic

transport to study metallic nanocontacts. Finally, we show the methodologies that we

have used to model the electronic transport using atomistic simulations.

1.1 Electronic transport in metallic macroscopic systems

When an electric potential difference (V ) is applied between two points of a conductive

material, there is an electronic current (I) flowing between them. The relationship between

the applied voltage and the resulting current is given by Ohm’s law, which can be written

as:

V = IR (1.1)

In Ohm’s law, the parameter R is named resistance, and the units of this magnitude in

the international system of units (S.I.) is called ohm (Ω) which can be express as (Ω = V/A),

where V are volts and A are Ampers, the S.I. units of voltage and current respectively.

For convenience its inverse function is often used (1/R), named Conductance with units of

Siemens S in S.I. and therefore, can be expressed as S = V/A = Ω−1.

One model that describes the motion of the electrons (electronic transport) in a macro-

29
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scopic material is Drude’s Model. This model gives us the opportunity to understand the

electronic transport through the conductance, which is parametrized as a function of length

and area of the material and one intrinsic volumetric property named conductivity.

Let us suppose a metallic material. We assume that the material contains immobile

positive ions and a classic gas made out of electrons (e−), neutralizing the positive charges

of the ions. In this approach of a classic gas, we do not consider e− − e− interactions. We

we also assume that the movement of the electrons is damped by a friction force produced

by the collisions of the electrons with the ions. Then we assume that we apply a constant

and uniform electric field ( ~E) to the metallic material. All the assumptions above are the

basis of the semi-classical Drude’s model[1]. In this model the equation of motion for the

electrons will be expressed as:

m
d

dt
〈~v〉 = ~Eq − ~F c(t) (1.2)

where q and m are the charge and the effective mass of the electrons respectively. The

vector ~v stands for their average velocity, and the force in every collision is represented

by ~F c(t) ' m 〈~v〉τ , where τ is the mean free time between collisions of the charge carriers.

Substituting the force in equation 1.2 we rewrite the expression by:

m
d

dt
〈~v〉 = ~Eq −m〈~v〉

τ
(1.3)

Considering the stationary solution, i.e., ddt 〈~v〉 = 0 and substituting in the last expres-

sion we can obtain the average velocity of a charge carrier: 〈~v〉 = qτ
m
~E. We can further

simplify this equation introducing the concept of mobility. If we define mobility (µ) as

the product of the charge/mass relation per mean free characteristic time of the material

(µ = q
mτ), we will obtain the equation for the mean velocity:

〈~v〉 = µ~E (1.4)

Let us now define the current intensity (I), as the charge (Q), which moves through a

section of a material in an interval of time (∆t):

I =
∆Q

∆t
(1.5)

To simplify more our model we consider that the charge is contained into a rectangular

volume (Vol = AL), where A is the section area and L is its length. This means that

the contained charge in a volume can be written as the number of charge carriers (n)
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per its charge (q), and per area and length of the volume that contains the charge, i.e

∆ = nqAL. Furthermore we can consider that L = 〈~v〉∆t. In other words, the length of

the considered volume is equal to the mean velocity of the electrons per time employed to

cross it. Following this we can describe I as:

I =
∆Q

∆t
=
qnVol

∆t
=
qnAL

∆t
=
qnAL

∆t
=
qnA 〈~v〉∆t

∆t
(1.6)

Dividing now the intensity of current by the area, we obtain the density of current J

as J = nq 〈~v〉, and extending it to a vectorial magnitude we obtain:

~J = nq 〈~v〉 (1.7)

If we substitute expression 1.4 in 1.7, we will obtain ~J = nq2 τ
m
~E = σ0

~E . Here we

understand that the density of current depends in this model of the mobility of the electrons

and the applied electric field. In other words, we have obtained Ohm’s Law as a function of

the electrical conductivity (σ0), being equal to the mean free time of the carriers without

collisions (τ), times the number of charge carriers (n), their mass (m) and charge (q). It

is trivial to define now the resistance as R = l
σ0A

.

And therefore Conductance can be shown to be related to conductivity as:

G =
1

R
=

1
l

σ0A

= σ0
A

l
(1.8)

Until here, we have described a model to understand the electronic transport in macro-

scopic metals, but it is a fact that Drude’s model fails to estimate the value of conductance

when we consider small conductors. For this reason, we need to use other approximations

and models to describe the electronic transport when we reduce drastically one of the

dimension of the material.

1.2 Electronic transport in metallic point contacts

To create a metallic point contact we can think of two sharpened electrodes connected to

a voltage supply that are approaching slowly. When the two sharpened electrodes stablish

the first contact and an electrical current starts flowing we have the point contact. It was

Maxwell [2] who proposed this problem and studied it for the first time. To calculate the

conductance in a point-contact between two electrodes, we can consider it as a constriction

with hyperbolic geometry. To give mathematical treatment for this geometry we can use

the oblate spheroidal coordinates (ζ, η, ϕ). The solution to the electrostatic potential V (r)
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must satisfy Laplace’s Equation, and depends only on η, following:

V (η) = V0

(
1

π
arctan (eη)− 1

2

)
(1.9)

where V0 is the voltage difference applied at the constriction. To obtain the Maxwell

conductance we have to calculate the current using Ohm’s law and integrate it over the

constriction, and then later divide by the applied voltage. In this way, the conductance

can be expressed as a function of the radius of the narrowest section (r0 = acosη) as next

expression shows

GM = 2aσ(1− sin(η0)) = 2r0σ
1− sin(η0)

cos(η0)
(1.10)

In this expression, named Maxwell Conductance, η0 is the parameter which defines as

constant surface [3]. In the limiting case η0 = 0 the contact is simplify as an orifice of

radius (a), the conductance as expressed in equation 1.11 is a approximation in the classic

limit of the conductance in relation to its conductivity (σ).

GM = 2aσ (1.11)

However it is not always possible to define the volumetric parameter conductivity since

it is a concept which needs of having a local equilibrium of the current carriers (elec-

trons). Here is when this description fails, such that we will have to move from a diffusive

description of the conductance to a ballistic one.

To define the diffusive or ballistic regimes we need to use the concept of mean free path

of the electrons (λm) as the average distance that the electrons travel between successive

inelastic interactions with the lattice (collisions). The regime will be named diffusive, if

(λm) << than the dimensions of the conductor, producing in fact a high probability that

the electrons will collide with scattering centres several times. In the case of, (λm) >>

than the dimensions of the conductor, the regime will be named ballistic , and the electron

crosses the material or device with a low probability to collide with scattering centres.

Figure 1.1 shows an illustration of these different regimens of the electronic transport.

It was Sharving [4] who in the ballistic regime, using a semiclasical approximation,

found an expression for the conductance as a function of the minima cross-section of the

point-contact and the Fermi wave vector (KF ).

GS =
2e2

h

(
KFa

2

)2

(1.12)
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Figure 1.1: Squematic illustration of a diffusive (left) and ballistic (right) conductor

In this semiclasical approximation for ballistic contacts the conductance depends only on

the radius of the point contact (a) and the density of the electron density through the

Fermi wave vector ρ(EF ) = mKF /(π
2h̄2), being independent of the conductivity (σ).

One interesting experiment related to the discussion above is found in reference [5],

where the authors investigated the conductance of gold point contacts using a scanning

tunnelling microscope (STM) inside of a transmission electron microscope (TEM). By

measuring the conductance of these point contacts as a function of the radius, they could

compare the diffusive and ballistic conduction regimes. The Sharving description in how-

ever limited due to its semi-classical nature, to systems which size were the wavy nature of

the electrons do not play a mayor role, i.e. when the size is well above the coherence length

of electrons (λφ), that is the mean length of one electron in which its wave function is well

defined. We can stablish by using this this parameter if the transport is coherent or non-

coherent. When (λφ) << dimension of conductor, the electronic transport is non coherent,

in otherwise the transport is coherent and we need Schrödinger equation to describe it.

Landauer described a formalism to use in the quantum transport regime (coherent

transport in ballistic regime). In this formalism Landauer explains the conductance as

function of quantum of conductance (G0 = 2e2

h ) [6] per the coefficient of transmission of

the electrons at Fermi level G = G0T (E) [7]. This formalism helps us to understand the

electronic transport in atomic in atomic size contacts . Next section shows the considera-

tions and steps that Landauer needed to express the formula of conductance as a function

of transmission.

Landauer Formalism

To describe the formalism of Landauer, we assume the approximation that in the ballis-

tic regime the probability to lose energy by interactions (e− − e−) or (e− − phonon) is

negligible, as it would happen at low temperatures and low applied voltage to the device.
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of a unidimensional system or an atomic device connected by two
electrodes or leads to reservoirs. Top figure: schematic circuit of the nanodevice. Bottom
figure: illustration of a realistic of nanowire or nanodevice.

(It’s well know that the interactions exist but we consider these negligible to simplify the

mathematical treatment). At low temperatures, all the states below the Fermi energy level

are occupied. Furthermore, to use low bias voltage permits to consider that the proper-

ties of transmission are just governed by conduction electrons. Considering one conductor

material connected to 2 reservoirs through two electrodes, like the ones shown in figure

1.6, we can see that the left electrode has higher electrochemical potential (µl) than the

electronic potential at the right (µr) electrode.

We are interested in the electrons that travel to the left electrode with positive velocity

and the electrons with negative velocity that travel to the right electrode. The electrons

that move from the left electrode can be described using plane waves by:

ψLk,k′(x) =

{
eikx + rke

−ikx if x << 0

tke
ik′x if x >> 0

}
(1.13)

For the case of the electrons that move from the right electrode, the solution using

plane waves is:

ψRp,p′(x) =

{
eipx + r̃ke

−ipx if x << 0

t̃ke
ip′x if x >> 0

}
(1.14)
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Where rk,r̃k are the coefficients of reflection and tk,t̃k transmission, and the momentum

are represented as k, k′,p and p′. In a quantum system the current density of probability

is expressed by:

j =
eh̄

2m

(
ψ(x)

∂

∂x
ψ∗(x) + ψ∗(x)

∂

∂x
ψ(x)

)
(1.15)

We can demonstrate that the electrons travelling to the right electrode generate a

current (J), that can be expressed as:

J =
eh̄

mL

∑
k>0

k |tk|2 nL(εk) +
∑
p<0

p |tp|2 nR(εp)

 (1.16)

Where L is the length of the nanodevice,nL(εk) and nR(εp) are the occupancy of Fermi

in equilibrium for the left or right electrodes:

nL(εk) =
[
e

(εk−µL) 1
KbT + 1

]−1

and nR(εp) =
[
e

(εp−µR) 1
KbT + 1

]−1

(1.17)

Remember that in one dimension the expression I = JA changes to I = JL. For this

reason the last expression would be expressed as:

J =
eh̄

2mLπ

(∫ ∞
0
|tk|2 nL(εk)dk +

∫ ∞
0
|tp|2 nR(εp)dk

)
(1.18)

Making a change of variable kdk = m
h2
dε and T (ε) = |tp|2 = |tK |2, where T (ε) can get

a value between 0 and 1.

I(EF ) = 2
e

h

∫ ∞
−∞

T (ε)(nL(ε))− nR(ε))dε (1.19)

Where Factor 2 is due to the degeneracy of the spin which allows two electrons to be

carried for each eigenfunction. Assuming T = 0K to simplify, and integrating the curve

that we obtain to represent n vs ε, we get that (nL(ε)− nR(ε)) = (µL − µR).

By definition eV = (µl − µr) where (eV ), is the voltage bias per value of charge of

electron. So finally, the current can be written as :

I(EF ) =
2e2

h
V T (EF ) (1.20)

To obtain the expression of the conductance, we make the derivative of the current respect

to the bias voltage:
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G(EF ) =
∂

∂V
I(EF ) =

2e2

h
T (EF ) (1.21)

And defining the quantum of conductance as G0 = 2e2

h ' 77.48µS, the Landauer

formula takes the form:

G = G0T (EF ) (1.22)

This expression tells us that the conductance depends on the transmission at the Fermi

Energy. If we assume that the electrons that cross the device are confined in a hard-

wall potential with cylindrical geometry, the Bessel function will give us the solution of the

energy level as Em,l(k) = Em,l(0)+ h̄2k2z
2m∗ , where (m) and (l) are quantum numbers referenced

at band and sub-band that provides a channel of conductance, and the Landauer formula

can be expressed by as the summation of channels:

G =
2e2

h

∑
m

∑
l

Tml (1.23)

where Tml corresponds at transmission per each channel. In references [8–11] we can

found demonstrations of that only a few open channels contribute to the conductance of

a monoatomic contact, showing that the number of transmission is directly related to the

valence atomic orbitals of the central atom

1.3 Electronic Transport trough a vacuum gap. Tunnelling

Current

In the previous sections, we have been studying the electronic transport in macroscopic

systems, metallic point contacts and nanocontacts. Now this progression brings us to study

the electronic transport in a vacuum gap of two electrodes separated by a few Ångströms

(Å = 10−10m). Let us suppose that in such system, we have connected the electrodes to a

voltage supply, in this case we will detect a current even with this consideration of the two

separated electrodes by a vacuum gap. The explanation to this phenomena is provided by

the tunnel effect. In classical physics if we consider a potential barrier and a particle with

energy below the one of this potential barrier, we will obtain that such particle would never

cross this barrier. But in quantum physics, where we consider particles as wave functions,

an immediate consequence, it is that there is a non null probability to cross the barrier

[12].
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of classical physics and quantum physics. Schematic representation
of the tunnelling effect in one dimension (right diagram)

Figure 1.3 shows a one-dimensional potential barrier (V0) with a width denoted by a.

The classical particle (left) and the electron (right) have a mass, m, and energy, E. The

equation that describes this potential in both cases is expressed in equation by:

V (x) =


0 if x < −a/2 Region I

V0 if −a/2 ≤ x ≤ a/2 Region II

0 if x > a/2 Region III

 (1.24)

The classical particle would never arrive at region III while in quantum physics the

electron will be described as:

ψ(x) =


AeikIx +Be−ikIx if x < −a/2 Region I

CeikIIx +De−ikIIx if −a/2 ≤ x ≤ a/2 Region II

EeikIx if x > a/2 Region III

 (1.25)

where parameters A,B,C,D and E are the amplitudes of the wave function and the wave

vectors will be kI =
√

2mE/h̄ and kII =
√

2m(V0 − E)/h̄, h̄ = h/2π = 6, 5821189910−16eV s

(h = Planck constant)

Using continuity conditions in the wave functions and on its derivatives, we can obtain

the incident flux (j0) and transmitted flux (jt) related to the amplitude parameters. ji =

|A|2kI/m and jt = |D|2kI/m. The definition of transmission as a function of the energy of
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the electrons will be:

T (E) =
ji
jt

=

[
1 +

V 2
0

4E(V0 − E)
sinh2(kIIa)

]−1

(1.26)

Assuming that kIIa >> 1, and then that the hyperbolic sinus could be simplified as

sinh(x) ≈ 1/2ex.

T (E) ≈
[
1 +

V 2
0

8E(V0 − E)sinh(kIIa)

]−1

≈ 16
E(V0 − E)

V 2
0

e−2kIIa (1.27)

In this way, we have deduced the tunnelling transmission probability. In order to deduce

now the tunnelling current of two metals separated by a distance ”d”, we consider that

the electrons contribute to the transmission when they can go from one occupied state in

one electrode to a non-occupied state in the other electrode. In the case of equilibrium

and temperature 0K, as Fig. 1.4a illustrate, the transmission is zero. But when we apply

a bias voltage we will displace the Fermi energy and favour the transmission, giving rise

to the appearance of a tunnelling current as a function of distance d, bias voltage (V) and

the density of states N1 and N2 of the electrons as the following expression shows

Figure 1.4: a) Illustration of the density of states in two metals in equilibrium state at 0K
separated by a potential barrier. b) Illustration when at case a) we apply a bias voltage
favouring the displacement of the energy Fermi. Courtesy of Giovanni Sáenz [13]

I ∝
∫ +∞

−∞
|T (E, V0, d)|2N1(E)N2(E − eV )[f(e− eV, T )− f(E, V )]dE (1.28)
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Where f(E, T ) = [1 + e E
kbT

] is the Fermi distribution function for a given Energy (E)

and Temperature (T). The term |T (E, V0, d)|2 is the transmission coefficient through the

tunnel barrier that depends on the energy of the electronic states, and its width of (d) and

height (V0), as was exposed in 1.27. To simplify equation 1.28 we can consider that the

density of states at the electrodes are similar to the one of a gas of free electrons where

it takes the form N1,2 ∝
√
E, and the Fermi-Dirac function takes the form of a ”step-

function”. As Fig. 1.5 shows, we can approximate the barrier to a square potential with

height φ = (φ1 + φ2)/2, where φ1,2 are the work function of the electrodes. In Fig. 1.5 we

[13] illustrate in a blue line the modifications that the barrier suffer by the image charge

induced by the electrodes.

Figure 1.5: Diagram of energies at tunnelling regime, at left barrier occupied states and
right non-occupied. Courtesy of Giovanni Sáenz [13]

To simplify even more equation 1.28 we can consider that the applied bias voltage is

small enough V � φ/e. We can also consider that the transmission coefficient is constant

in the range of the energy Fermi level. Using the considerations above we can obtain the

following expression, where it is easy to understand that the tunnelling current decays

exponentially as a function of the distance between electrodes.

I ∝ e−
√
2mφ
h

d (1.29)

In metals the work function is of the order of φ ≈ 4eV , also for metals, it is well known

that, when the tunnel current ”suffers” a variation of one order of magnitude, the variation

corresponds to a one change in the distance between electrodes ≈ 1Å.
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1.4 Using Electronic transport to study metallic nancon-

tacts

Nanocontacs or atomic size contacts can be created using different methodologies. In

general, a way of creating these contacts is through the control of the breaking or formation

of atomic-sized contacts between two metallic electrodes. The most common techniques

to create them are based in the use of Scanning Tunnelling Microscopes (STM) [14] or

Mechanical Break-Junctions (MCBJ) [15, 16]. Both will be detailed in chapter 2. Usually

in both techniques we use high vacuum to avoid contamination and break the contacts at

cryogenic temperatures (liquid helium temperature 4.2 K) to minimise the kinetic energy

of the system.

Figure 1.6: Schema of the experimental set-up for electronic transport measurements in
atomic-sized contacts. Illustration partially from M.R. Calvo.

Figure 1.6 shows a schematic representation of the experimental set-up based in the

use of a STM. Inside the diagram we can see on the left hand side a scheme of the cryostat.
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Inside, the dipstick is represented. The STM is held in the dipstick which is isolated in

vacuum. The STM is also represented in the figure, and we include a zoom of the wires.

The wires are connected to a bias voltage on one side and on the other side or electrode we

have linked a IV Converter. The IV Converter is connected to a DAC (Digital Analogic

Converter), which transforms the current signal in voltage. Then a software converts the

signal to data and records it.

We have uploaded a video tutorial in youtube webpage [17]. This video describes the

process to crash and retract the electrodes with nanometric precision, i.e., approaching or

separating the two metallic electrodes. In this process to create and destroy the contact,

the radius of the contact area is changing all the time. It is well known that, depending of

the minima cross-section, the conductance will change.

Figure 1.7 represents the measurement of the conductance in (G0) obtained in the

movement of compression or stretching. These red and green lines are called traces of

conductance. The red line corresponds to the movement of retracting or breaking the

nanowire while the green line is for the formation of the nanowire.

Figure 1.7: Conductance trace of breaking nanowire and in red the trace that correspond
to the formation of the nanowire, also we illustrated the nanowire initial, the last atomic
contact, ruptured structure and the first contact.

In the last subsection we introduced the concept of the tunnelling current. If we focus

now on the trace of conductance for the formation of the contact of Fig.1.7, we can observe

that the tunnelling current is measured before stabilising the metallic contact, shown as a
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plateau at 1G0. In these traces of conductance, close to 0.1G0 we observe a small curve

with exponential behaviour that corresponds to the tunnelling current. Usually, it is easier

to observe the tunnelling current in the process of formation of the contact that in the case

of rupture.

Through the analysis of traces of conductance we can obtain information about the

geometry of the contact or nanostructure formed between electrodes. For example in

Ref. [19–21], the authors reported that some materials like Au,Pt and Ir, show a long

plateaus of conductance at conductances close to 1 or 2 G0.These characteristic plateaus

are attributed to the formation of atomic chains. To get more details on the statistical

behaviour of the conductance traces we can use histograms of conductance. To build

one histogram of conductance we need to record thousands of these traces an analyse the

values of conductance appearing more frequently. Figure 1.8 shows some ”finger-prints”

histograms measured in the LT-Nanolab. Histograms peaks represent the most probable

values of conductance.

Figure 1.8: Histograms of Silver, Lead and Gold at 4.2 K

Typically, conductance histograms for metals recorded at 4.2 K show a strong peak in

the range [0.5, 2] G0 corresponding to the monoatomic contact [11, 18].

In this chapter, we have explained that the electronic transmission depends on the

number of transmission channels of the device, which depends also strongly on the contact

geometry. In fact that allows us to understand that different structural configurations are

translated in small variations in the trace. The trace of conductance also has interesting

information about the geometry of the contact.

Generally conductance histograms are a ”finger-print” of the material. Figure 1.9 shows
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some materials tested in LT-NanoLab. We can observe that for these tested metals we have

gotten characteristic histograms, which depend obviously, on the electronic configuration

of the material as shown in figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9: Part of the periodic table. In some metals like Cu, Ag, Au, Fe, Co, Ni, Pd, Pt,
Ti and W appear its histogram typical at 4.2 K and using 100mV of bias voltage

Chapter 2 is dedicated in more detail to the fabrication of atomic size contacts. In this

section of chapter I, we just want to give some brief hints of what are the conductance

measurements, some concepts of data acquisition and its analysis.

1.5 Modelling Electronic Transport using atomistic simula-

tions

By just measuring the electronic transport of atomic-sized contacts with different tech-

niques, it is difficult to obtain information on the geometry of the electrodes. We need the

help of theoretical models to improve our understanding of the experiments. That is the

reason to why, we use molecular dynamics simulations (MD) to obtain information about

geometry of the nanocontacts and Ab-Initio Calculations or Tight-Binding (TB) to obtain

the electronic transport of such structures, in order to compare with the experiments. In

chapter III we explain the methodologies used in this work.

Molecular Dynamic Simulations

Molecular Dynamic simulation consists of the integration of the classical equations for all

the particles in a computational cell, i.e., it obtaining the trajectories of a group of particles

using Newton’s second law. In our case the particles are the atoms of a nanocontact. We

have used Molecular Dynamics Simulations to describe the trajectories of the atoms or the

evolution of the geometry of the nanocontact, in the emulation of the process to crash and
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separate the two electrodes of a STM. In chapter III we explain the details used in the

simulations.

MD simulations provide us with information on the area or number of atoms in the

minima cross-section during the emulation of successive indentations on nanocontact. In

order to compare this simulations with the experiments we need to calculate the conduc-

tance of such structures obtained by MD. To calculate the conductance we need to solve

the transmission coefficient, that appear at the Landauer formalism G(EF ) = G0T (EF ).

Using the partition method we can describe the transmission coefficient as a function of

device-electrodes(Γ̂R,L) coupling matrix and the green functions of the device Ĝ. The

consequence of using the partition method is that Landauer formula can be rewriten as:

G(EF ) = G0T (EF ) = G0Tr[ĜD(E)Γ̂R(E)Ĝ†D(E)Γ̂L(E)] (1.30)

where the parameters (Γ̂R,L, Ĝ) depend on the Hamiltonian Ĥ. This Hamiltonian can

be studied through different wave-function bases. In particular, in our Ab-Initio and Tight-

Binding calculations, we have used the localize atomic orbitals as a basis set. Depending

on mathematical combinations and the selected base, we can obtain the values for the

Hamiltonian. .

We use one method or another depending on the requirements of the system under

study. DFT calculations are an accurate method, but the computational cost depends on

the number of atoms that constitute our system. Furthermore if we want to module Spin

Orbit coupling in DFT calculations, result a hard task and is more easy use TB.

DFT-LDA Ab-Initio Calculations

Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a robust method to obtain electronic transport, it

uses many-body wave functions for all the electrons based on the electronic density. LDA

(Local Density Approximation) is the most commonly used approximation. This consider

a homogeneous electron gas, that electron density is only modulated by the potential of the

nuclei. In DFT calculations the expression Ĥ can be calculated using numerical integrals

of type
∫
φi,oĤφi′,o′δ

3r . This type of calculations generally is very accurate but the time

of computation is generally higher.

In our case we have used ALACANT[23] software to calculate the electronic trans-

port. ALACANT calculate the Green function of the device and the device-electrodes

coupling matrix through of the Hamiltonian obtained using a commercial software called

GAUSIAN03[24]. More details will be given in chapter 3.
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Tight-Binding Calculations

The basic assumptions in TB calculations is that we can express any quantum state as a

linear combination of atomic orbital (L.C.A.O). The name of the Tight Binding is given by

the consideration ”wave functions tightly bound to the atoms”. To study the Hamiltonian

(Ĥ) in the case of Tight-Binding we have used the approximation of Slater-Koster [22], that

considers that the interaction is restricted to just couple of atoms. A direct consequence

of this approximation is that it reduces drastically the number of parameters to express

the Hamiltonian (Ĥ). One advantage of this model to calculate transport is that the

inverted time in the calculations is less than in the case of DFT. At interesting point of TB

calculations is that we can obtain the electronic band structure. An other advantage of this

model is that it makes easy to introduce the effect of spin-orbit coupling. For this reason we

have used this model to calculated the electronic transport in the bilayer of Bismuth (111),

which have a high spin-orbit coupling. Our collaborator and colleague Daniel Gosálbez has

developed the software to calculate electronic in TB using Slater-Koster approximation.
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Chapter 2

Techniques to create atomic-sized

contacts and study their through

electronic transport

In this chapter we describe the different techniques that we have used to fabricate atomic-

sized contacts and in order to study these through their electronic transport. We report

here the two different techniques that we have used. The first one is Scanning Tunnelling

Microscope (STM) and the second technique is the Mechanical Controlled Break-Junction

(MCBJ). We will show some methods of analysis used to understand the experimental data

of the electronic transport of these atomic structures, independently of the technique that

we have used to create these. In the last section, we describe the most frequent use of the

STM, that is, to scan conductive materials with atomic precision.

2.1 Requirements of the equipments

To create atomic-sized metallic contacts is fairly easy, the main idea is to take two pieces

or electrodes of the same material and, to separate or approach them from each other,

very slowly and with nanometer precision. Repeating this cycles of approach-separation

during several cycles. To avoid pollution, corrosion, oxidation of metals or merely the

presence of moisture on the surfaces during the process of approaching or retraction of the

electrodes we have to apply high vacuum in the container which isolates the experiment

from the ambient. Usually, this container is named pot and it is hold by one ”deep-stick”

or ”insert”.In the top part of the ”insert” we can find the electronic connections to link

51
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our experiment to the equipment of control. Furthermore, to allow our atomic system to

be as quiet as possible, we should minimize its kinetic energy. This can be accomplished

by dipping our high vacuum pot into a a thermal bath of cryogenic liquids. In our case,

these liquids are Helium or Nitrogen, whose boiling temperature, at atmosphere pressure,

are 4.2K for the He(l) and 77K for N(l). The container of this cryogenic liquid is named

cryostat.

The nanometer precision of the movements is achieved by using piezoelectric systems.

These piezoelectric electric systems have the ability to move in the range of nanometres

(10−9)m, when a high voltage is applied to them. All these components are needed to

create nanocontacts and to take measures of the electronic transport through them. In the

following sections we will detail the use of the STM and the MCBJ to create atomic-sized

contacts and to measure their electric transport.

Figure 2.1: Image of the set-up of the experiments to create atomic size contacts. Cryostate,
deep-stick, helium bath is represented at left hand, on top MCBJ [1] and down the STM.
At right hand, a atomic zoom has been realised to illustrate the atomic-sized contact, that
is connected to bias voltage and IV converters.

Figure 2.1 shows the experimental set-up that we have used to create the atomic sized

contacts. We must not forget that our main purpose is to measure the electrical transport

in atomic these metallic atomic structures. Regardless of if we use a STM or the MCBJ to

create our structures, in our experimental set-up, we must connect our atomic structure
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to a bias voltage. It is well know, that this atomic structure changes its minima cross-

section during the process of compression or traction, this changes in the section area

implies different electrical resistances. Ohm’s law tell us that current that flowing in our

structure is inversely proportional to its resistance. The current is amplified and converted

in to voltage by a IV converter and later it is read through DAC of the computer to be

converted in to data.

2.2 Atomic-sized contacts through the Scanning Tunnelling

Microscope

The STM was developed by G. Binning and H. Rohrer in 1981, [2], this fact established

the starting point of the manipulation and characterization at the atomic or nanometer

scale. Tunnel current flowing between two separated conductors decays exponentially with

the distance that separated them. The following equation deduced in section 1.3 shows

the dependence of the tunnel current versus the distance between both electrodes:

I(V ) = KV es
√
2mφ
h (2.1)

where I is the tunnelling current, V the applied bias voltage, K a proportionally

constant which depends on the area and density of states at the Fermi level of the electrodes,

m correspond to the electrons mass, φ is the work function of the material and s the distance

between the two electrodes.

Figure 2.2: Left image correspond a STM’s tip on sample surface. Central image is a
Schematic representation of STM. Right image is a schematic representation of a tunnel
barrier.

Figure 2.2 shows a realistic illustration of the STM, left figure represents a tip of gold

and a Bismuth surface, the central figure corresponds to an illustration of a zoom of the left
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figure, where the gap between tip and sample is visible, the surface electrode is connected

to a bias voltage and the tip is wired to an I-V converter. At the right it is shown a

schematic representation of a tunnelling barrier [2].

Until here, we have introduced the role of the tunnelling current, the microscope (STM)

and the connections of bias voltage and I-V converter. Moving the tip on the surface and

recording the tunnelling current on every point as we scan, we could obtain a map of the

atomic surface, as will be described in the last subsection of this chapter. But the most

interesting part for our research is to how show we create atomic-sized contacts. For this

reason, we focus now describing the methodology to form these.

Figure 2.3: Left: Illustration of STM parts. Piezopiles, tip-holder and surface holder.
Right: Real STM with their own components and connexions

Figure 2.3 shows a drawing of the components of the STM, that will be used in the

following descriptions. To create atomic-sized contacts using a STM, we need to move the

”tip−holder” with precision below the Ångströms scale (Å = 10−10m). Applying ramps of

high DC voltage at the piezopiles of the STM we obtain this precision. In reference [3] it is

detailed the procedure to create this piezopiles and how this movement is transferred from

the piezopiles to the ”tip-holder”. Using this motion capability of the tip, we can crash

and retry the tip on the surface with atomic accuracy, producing with this methodology

nanocontacs as shown in figure 2.4. There we observe snapshots [a,b] of the movement of

the tip on the surface, the process to crash [b,d] and the retraction [d,f] of the tip in the

surface.

As we have shown at figures 2.1 and 2.2, the surface electrode is connected to a bias

voltage and the tip is connected to ground through an I-V converter. During the the
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of gold tip-surface STM. Procedure to create a nanocontact.

process of crash and retry the tip on the surface we are creating the nanocontacts and as

shown in fig. 2.4, during the cycles of pull-push of the atomic structures, the minima cross-

section of the contact changes being an immediate consequence that the current chances.

In consequence,this changes in the current allows us to study the atomic-sized contacts

through its electronic transport.

In 1987, Gimzewski et al. were who measured for first time the transition from tun-

nelling to point contact investigated using a scanning tunnelling microscopy [4]. In 1992,

J.I. Pascual et al. and Agräıt et al measured using a STM the Quantum conductance in

gold structures [6]. This was also done a year before [5] by Mulller et al. using a different

technique as we will show bellow.

2.3 Atomic-sized contacts through the Mechanically Con-

trollable Break-Juntion

In 1985 J. Moreland and J.W. Ekin invented the method to create atomic-sized contacts

during the process to break a contact [7]. In base of this idea, Jan van Ruitenbeek et al.

designed the Mechanically Controllable Break-Juntion (MCBJ) with capability to break
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and form atomic-sized contacts in controllable cycles [8, 9]. Its basic idea, consists to glue

a notched metallic sample on a flexible substrate, to break the sample notched metal wire.

Later, using a piezosystem we can bend the substrate and afterwards releasing the bending

strain to re-gain contact [1].

Figure 2.5: a)Schematic view of the bottom part of the MCBJ assembled at dipstick [10]
b) Schematic top and side view of the mounting of a MCBJ, with the notched wire (1),
two fixed counter supports (2), bending beam (3), drops of epoxy adhesive (4) and the
stacked piezo element (5). Ref. [1] c) Zenital view of the sample showed at b).

Figure 2.5 a) shows all the components that are assembled at the dipstick that are

immersed in cryogenic liquids, b) is a zooms the sample-holder and the position of the

piezo system. To start the bending of the wire in order to create and destroy the atomic-

sized contact, we need to break the metallic notched wire. When this sample is broken,

we can start to create the metallic atomic-sized contact. This methodology give us more

confidence on the purity of the samples since is broken in these special conditions of high

vacuum and low temperature, and in consequence the pollution in this conditions are

negligible. Connecting this sample as figures 2.1 and 2.6 show, i.e. connecting to bias

voltage, IV converter amplifier and this one linked at DAC of the computer, we can measure

the electronic transport through the sample.

Applying DC voltage ramps to the piezo system we can bend the sample holder. During

the bending process we form and break the atomic-sized contacts. In next section, we show

the most common techniques to study the electronic transport, in particular we are going to

focus in the measurements of the conductance versus displacement between the electrodes
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of a atomic-sized contact as resistor, in left part bias voltage
connection and right side of the nanocontact the connection of the IV amplifier. Red
arrow represents the current (I). Vout is the current amplified and convert in voltage that
we send to the DAC.

(traces of conductance, I-Z’s) and current versus bias voltage applied (I-V’s).

To compare the two methodologies that we have used to create nanocontacts, we present

table 2.1. The parameters that we are comparing are: versatile for low temperatures (LT),

if they support high vacuum (HV), if besides to create the nanocontact it is possible to

practice a scan of the surface, purity of sample, what type of technique that has got greater

mechanical stability.

Table 2.1: Resume comparative of STM and MCBJ technique.

Technique LT HV Scan surface Stability Pollution

STM Yes Yes Yes Worst minus protected
MCBJ Yes Yes No Better more protected

Through the table 2.1 we can conclude that both techniques are perfect to create

atomic-sized contacts in conditions of low temperature and high vacuum. If we need scan

the surface we must use a STM. On the other hand, if we need to make only nanocontacts

and have an improved stability we should use MCBJ. Other criteria could be the conserva-

tion of pure metal or pollution deposited on the sample. But, in metals usually the worst

case of polution could be the oxide on the surface. Depending on the metall this oxidation

is commonly produced at the first atomic layer of the metal(Example: Al). MCBJ break

the sample with controlled conditions without pollutant particles, STM’s samples are pre-

pared in room conditions, despite of this, making a deepness indentations tip-surface, we

can break this oxidation and obtain pure metal during several cycles of break-formation.
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The next section we detail more about the different types of test to study electronic trans-

port, independent of the type of method that we have used to create atomic-sized contacts

(STM-MCBJ). In general, these two techniques complement each other ad both have been

used in this work.

2.4 Electronic transport in atomic-sized contacts

Here we show the most common procedure to study the nanocontcts through their elec-

tronic transport, variation of the conductance versus the displacement between electrodes

(traces of conductance) or variations of current versus the bias voltage applied (IV curves).

We also report other methods that we have developed in our laboratory. We have created

our home-made software based in Labview language to control our microscope and to be

able to do measures and record data from the distinct type of electronic transport exper-

iments. This software is called CINC (Conductance In NanoContacts) and it have been

developed by C. Sabater, C. Untiedt as principal workers and G. Sáenz, T. Franćısquez

and B. Olivera as collaborators.

Conductance as function of the displacement between electrodes

Figure 2.3 a) shows a tip on surface, using the capability to move tip’s STM with nano-

metric precision in Z direction, i.e, moving the tip at the perpendicular direction on the

surface. Connecting the surface sample at Vbias and wired the tip at I-V converter ampli-

fier. During this movement and this set-up the area of the contact is changing, directly

consequence of this chances in the area of contact can be translate in chances in the cur-

rent through our atomic system. Recording this chances in current vs displacement which

are called I-Z’s or traces of conductances if we represent values of conductance in units

of (G0) vs displacement between electrodes. Usually in the bibliography the curves that

appear more frequently are conductance [G0] vs relative displacement between electrodes

[nm](traces of conductance). The chance of conductance to current can be expressed using

next expression:

G =
1

R
=

I

Vbias
⇐⇒ I = VbiasG (2.2)

Figure 2.7 shows a typical trace of conductance, blue curve represented the process of retry

the tip inside of the cartoon we observe some illustration of the type of contact, later we

observe that the conductance is decreasing to 1G0 that is the monoatomic contact, Finally

when hen the electrodes are separated and disappear the atomic contact the conductance

is 0G0. Red curve represented the movement of formation.
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Figure 2.7: Traces of Cooper at 4K, blue pointed curve is rupture and red pointed curve
corresponds at traces of formation, inside of the figure we have illustrated atomic-size
contacts [12]

Furthermore in figure 2.7 zooming around o [0, 1.0]G0 we can observe the tunnelling

current that we described in chapter 1.

2.5 Methods for the analysis of the data

We can create atomic size contacts and study their electronics transport by a STM or the

MCBJ. In these experiments generally the conductance is represented as a function of the

electrodes displacement, yielding data that is analysed by conductance histograms where

histograms we obtain the most frequently conductance values. To get other information

on our system such as junciots confirutaitons, different structure configurations, how is the

first and last point of contact, we need to use or develped other statistical techniques. For

example, in order to study the evolution and repeatability of the values of conductance

we have developed the technique named ”traces 3D”. To study other properties, as the

frequency of conductance plateaus or the type of slope in conductance vs piezo displacement
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we have used ”density plot colour on traces”. Below we show the bases of the main methods

of analysis that we have used in this work.

Histograms of conductance

M. Krans purposed a technique known as conductance histograms. In theory, no should

exits two traces of conductance that reproduce themselves, but it not totally true, how

C. Sabater demostrated in ref [18]. Krans decided realise a histogram in the traces of

rupture as show figure 2.8 right. The method of histograms allows one to see the statistical

preference of conductance to obtain certain values. Figure 2.8 illustrates it. and also

describe the methodology to built a histogram. The values of the trace of conductance

is projected onto the Y-axis and the number of datapoints fallen onto each interval (bin

size) on Y-axis is counted and added to the previous one. In this way and practicing in

thounsand of traces obtains conductance histograms as shown 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Right: conductance versus electrode separation (proportional to Vp) Left:
typical histogram of conductance of Na, Ag, Au and Cu at 4.2 K in high vacuum

Histograms of the length of conductance plateaus

It’s well known that Au, Pt and Ir form atomic long chains [16, 17]. Figure 2.9 shows long

plateaus of this materials. The first observations of exceptional length of the last plateau

on conductance in gold were made by M. Krans during his PhD. In the case of Gold the

long plateau is close to [0.8, 1.2]G0 and in the case of the range of conductance of the

plateaus is close to 1.7G0.

Recording the piezo voltage in units of Volts and later making a calibration to convert

them in nanometers units. We can analyse obtain the most probability length of the chain

we can practices statistical analysis and realize a histogram of length as show figure plateau.
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Figure 2.9: Traces of conductance with long plateaus in Au and Pt, at 4.2 K in high
vacuum.[16, 17]

Figure 2.10: Histogram of length of plateaus for Au and Pt, at 4.2 K in high vacuum
[16, 17]

In both cases the most probably length chain is close 0.5 nm, and later the number of

events of long chains decay exponentially.

Traces 3D

Usually, in the biography we can find the typical representation of traces of conductances,

this representation is 2 dimensional plot what in Y-axis have represented the value of

conductance G0 and X-axis is the piezo displacement. For first time we have used a 3

dimensional view to try study the stability of our atomic size contacts we need represented

all the traces in the same plot. This plot have 3 axis, in X axis we can represented the

ordinary number of the trace, in Y-axis we can expressed the piezo displacement and Z
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can correspond at the value of conductance. Figure 2.12 show this new analysis method.

Figure 2.11: Traces 3D in gold sample at low temperatures and high vacuum

This technique of analysis is powerful to study the reproducibility of the atomic size

contact and obtains extra information about the previous and next traces. In chapter 5

and 6 we use this technique and obtain relevant result that will describe in this chapters.

Density plot colour on traces

Other technique to analyse the traces of conductance is use a density plot colour on them.

In other words, we can selected the trace of conductance in the movement of rupture or

break. Later we can selected the star point common in all this traces. We have selected

the last point close to 1G0, if in the trace exist them, we’ll selected the most proximal to

it. We add the traces in the same plot, and the points that appear more frequently have

a colour more dark than the others. Using the method we can observe the typical slope o

the material or for example if appear other characteristics like a long chains in 2G0 like us

show gold at 4.2.

2.6 Scanning surfaces using STM

Scanning Tunnelling Microscope was developed to scan surface with atomic precision. In

this chapter 7 of the thesis we have used it to scan the surface of Bismuth to detected

layers and flakes at room conditions. For this reason we report here its operation. As we
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Figure 2.12: Density plot of colour traces taken at Krammerling Onnes Laboratory using
MCBJ techniques in sample of gold at 4.2 K. The data raw that corresponds Au + O2 is
courtesy of Manohar Kumar

saw in the expression 2.1, the tunnelling current decay exponentially as a function of the

separation between electrodes (surface-tip).

The basic idea of the operation of the microscope consists in approximating the tip-

holder by piezo system stacks or also by a piezo tube as show figure 2.13. Our tip-holder

must contain a piezotube that allows us to do a sweep in the XY directions. Approaching

the tip to the surface and moving enough piezotube in XY directions as show figure 2.13,

the tip will detect the current tunnel through the sample, and may produce a map of the

surface of the material sample. Since atomically flat surfaces are not talking and there are

steps we must prevent one of the movements in the tip touches the surface. For this reason

we must use one algorithm PID (Porportional-integravite-derivative) feedbak in the signal

measured. Using current constant algoritm, we can record the moviment of Z that provide

current contstant and obtain a map of the topography of the sample, on the other hand

using the algorithm of constant distance, recording the variation of current during the

scan when we measure using a constance diestance between tip-surfacem, we can obtain a

current map. Both methodologies are represented in the figure 2.13.

Figure 2.14 shows a STM image token in the LT-Nanolab. It was token through of
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of gold surface-tip of STM. Blue rows show the all the posible
direction to scan

method current constant at room conditions. The surface of gold was prepared thermically.

We can observed the characteristic terraces of gold heat treated.

Scan one sample throguht one STM, not only gives us information of the topography

at the atomic level, also we can obtain information about the electronic structure. In every

position of the tip on surface we can sweep voltage and measure the current. This type of

measurement is named scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), obtaining in this way the

local density of states. This fact is one adavantage because we can obtain extremely local

measuremts with atomic precition. Recently investigation by Costa et al. [19] throght STS

technique in organic molecules on gold sruface, they have obtained information related

to the expected value of a semiconductor gap, but also on its distribution which affects

its Photoluminiscence. Perhaps one of the handicaps of this microscope is that it only

works with conductive samples, however, our group has been studying the possibility of

measuring capabilities using STM, which opens the doors to observe where the insulators

samples store loads, thus developing a new microscopy technique could be called STCM

(Scanning Tunnelling Capacitance Microscope). In near future our collegue MCs Bernat

Olivera will give us a relevant result in this research.
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Figure 2.14: Image of Au(111) taken by STM at the LT-Nanolab in room conditions
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Chapter 3

Modelling Nanocontacts using

Atomistic Simulations

Atomistic simulations can aid experiments in the search for basic understanding of mate-

rials at the nanoscale. They can be very useful in providing new ideas or possible interpre-

tations of the phenomena observed or measured in an experiment. In this chapter we will

describe the methodology used for modelling nanocontacts via atomistic simulations. We

use two different methods. The first method that we are going to describe, is molecular

dynamic simulations, which allow us to emulate the movement of the atoms during the

process of creating or breaking a nanocontact. The second method is based on first prin-

ciples calculations of electronic transport. We have combined the two methodologies to

model the nanocontacts and compare with the experiments also performed in this thesis.

Here we can see the steps that we used to do this.

3.1 Modelling Nanocontacts through Molecular Dynamics

Simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations consist on the integration of the equations of motion for

all the atoms in a computational cell, i.e. obtaining the trajectory of a group of particles

(in our case atoms) using Newton’s second law [1]. Since it follows the laws of classical

mechanics it is often refered as classical molecular dynamics. The trajectories of the

particles are obtained from the integration of Newton’s equations of motion (3.1). For a

conservative potential the force is a function of the coordinates and can be obtained from

the gradient of the potential as shown in the last part of equation(3.1 )

69
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−→
Fi = mi

d2~ri
dt2

= −∇U(~r) (3.1)

where index (i) is the number of the atom, (mi) is the mass of the i-atom, ~ri are the

position (xi, yi, zi) for every i-atom and U is the interatomic potential.

The numerical integration of these equations will give us the particles trajectories, with

the time as the integration step. The time step is chosen to minimize errors and maximize

computation efficiency.

Therefore, the main components in a molecular dynamics calculation are:

1. The interatomic potential, that will determine the interaction between the particles

in our system and will provide the force on each atom due to its neighbours. In our

calculations we have used empirical potentials, that is, potentials that have been fitted to

a set of parameters, either experimental or from ab initio calculations.

2. The algorithm for integration to obtain the particles trajectories. There are many

different algorithms, the simplest of which is the Verlet algorithm [2, 3] In our case we have

used a Gear forth order predictor-corrector algorithm.

3. Temperature control. For a simulation at constant temperature (canonical ensem-

ble), or to simulate the dissipation of heat in an infinite system (within a finite system

calculation), an algorithm must be included to control the temperature. Again, there are

several methods to control the temperature in a molecular dynamics simulation. In our

case we have used the simplest of these methods which consist of scaling the velocities of

the atoms.

4. The boundary conditions and applied external forces or displacements on the system.

These conditions will depend on the type of system or process that one wants to simulate.

In the subsection below we describe in detail the conditions used in our simulations for the

case of breaking and formation of a nanocontact.

In the next subsections we describe all these components in detail, centering the de-

scription to the elements and algorithms used in our calculations.

The interatomic potential

In the case of classical molecular dynamics, the value of the force is obtained using an

empirical or interatomic potential. The simplest of the interatomic potentials is a pair

potential, such as the Lennard-Jones potential [4]:

U = ε0

((σ
r

)12
− 2

(σ
r

)6
)

(3.2)
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In a Lennard-Jones type of interatomic potential we have only one independent variable

(r), that is the distance between two particles and two fitting parameters, (σ) and (ε0).

Where (σ) is the distance of interatomic equilibrium while and (ε0) is the depth of the

potential well, often fitted to the energy of cohesion of the material. Being such a simple

potential its main advantage is the computational speed, allowing for a high number of

calculations in a reasonable time.

In reference [4] we have taken the values of the parameters (σ) and (ε0) for metals

Au, Ag and Pb to model the evolution of nanocontact applying cycles of compression and

traction. These values are shown in table 3.1. In this case of reference [4], the values of

the parameters have been obtained to fit experimental values of density and (111) surface

energies.

Table 3.1: Values of σ and ε0 for different metals from reference [4].

Metal ε0(eV) σ(Å)

Au 0.2294 2.951
Ag 0.1970 2.955
Pb 0.1279 3.565

Figure 3.1: Lennard-Jones potential for Au,Ag and Pb with parameters from [4].

Figure 3.1 shows the Lennard-Jones potential with the parameters of table 3.1.

Using a Lennard-Jones potential with the values expressed at table 3.1 we have emu-

lated the movement to create and destroy a nanocontact of gold and silver at 4 K. Refer-

ences [6, 7] show a video that we have created of these simulations.

Lennard-Jones potentials, as all pair potentials have, however, many drawbacks. One

important drawback is that in this type of potentials the bond energy between two atoms
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is the same weather they are isolated or in the bulk, since the energy between two atoms

only depends on the distance between them but not on the environment of those atoms.

For this reason we need other type of potentials where the interaction energy depends

on the environment of the atom. One type of such potentials are those based on the

embedded atom method, as described below.

There are also other weaknesses with pair potentials. For example, they can not de-

scribe the directionality of bonds, such as in covalent bonds. In order to include such

effects, potentials with three-body terms are normally used.

The interatomic potentials described above can also been used to obtain the mini-

mum energy configuration of a particular structure using algorithms such as the conjugate

gradient method.

An important advancement in modeling metals came with the introduction of the em-

bedded atom method (EAM) by Daw and Baskes [5]. The basic idea in this potentials is

to consider that the energy of an atom in a solid crystal is equal at the energy necessary

to embed that atom in the electron gas of the lattice. To describe the total energy U of

the crystal we have used following expression [8].

U =
1

2

N∑
i,j,i6=j

φij(rij) +

N∑
i

Fi(ρi) (3.3)

where φij(rij) is the pair energy between atoms i and j separated by a distance rij and

we can represented as:

φ(r) =
Ae−α( r

rc
−1)

1 + ( rrc − κ)20
− Be−β( r

rc
−1)

1 + ( rrc − λ)20
(3.4)

where rc is the equilibrium spacing between nearest neighbours and A, B, α, β are param-

eters adjustable. The values of κ,λ correspond for the cut off conditions.

The part Fi of the equation 3.3 stands for the embedding energy to embed an atom (i)

into a local site with electron density ρi. We can calculate this electron density as:

ρi =
N∑

j,j 6=i
fi(rij) (3.5)

where f(r) take the form as the attractive term in the pair potential as shows following
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expression, β and λ take the same value that in expression 3.4.

f(r) = fc
e−β( r

rc
−1)

1 + ( rrc − λ)20
(3.6)

To have embedding energy functions we can use next expression. In reference [8], used

a function in parts to fit different electron density ranges, where ρe is the equilibrium

electron density.

F (ρ) =


∑3

i=0 Fni(
ρ
ρn
− 1)i if ρ < ρn with ρn = 0.85ρe∑3

i=0 Fi(
ρ
ρe
− 1)i if ρn ≤ ρ < ρ0 with ρ0 = 1.15ρe

Fc[1− ln( ρρe )η]( ρρe )η if ρ0 ≤ ρ

 (3.7)

All the parameters necessaries can be found in Table AI at reference [8].

Integration of the equations of motion

We need a algorithm to solve the motion equation of our system calculating the position of

the atoms in a function on time. These algorithm assume that the ”Force” applied in every

atom is constant during a temporary increase ∆t. One criteria to select the temporary

increase is that ∆ << 1/ν. Where ν is the frequency of Debye and it is the order of

1013s−1.

The algorithm that we have used for the integration, in our calculations it the predictor-

corrector of 4th degree. When we start the simulation in the time t we have determinate

the position (~r), the velocity(~v), acceleration(~a) . Assuming that the trajectories are

continuous we can express the position, the velocity and the acceleration as Taylor’s series.

The superindex p is tell us that magnitude is foretold.

This algorithm give us the position(~r), the velocity(~v),acceleration(~a) and ”error of

Taylor’s series” in a time instant t+ δt. As show the following expressions:

~rp(t+ δt) = ~r + δt~v(t) +
1

2
δt2~a(t) +

1

6
δt3~b(t) (3.8)

~vp(t+ δt) = ~v + δt~a(t) +
1

2
δt2~a(t) (3.9)

~ap(t+ δt) = ~a+ δt~b(t) (3.10)
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~bp(t+ δt) = ~b(t) (3.11)

Next step, we want to calculate the new forces for the atoms whose positions we have

predicted. Obtaining the force, we can calculate the corrected accelerations as show fol-

lowing expression:

∆~a(t+ δt) = ~ac(t+ δt)− ~ap(t+ δt) (3.12)

where the super-index c tell us that the magnitude is corrected. The values of the corrected

positions, velocities and accelerations and error are expressed as:

~rc(t+ δt) = ~rp(t+ δt)) + c0∆~a(t+ δt) (3.13)

~vc(t+ δt) = ~vp(t+ δt)) + c1∆~a(t+ δt) (3.14)

~ac(t+ δt) = ~ap(t+ δt)) + c2∆~a(t+ δt) (3.15)

~bc(t+ δt) = ~bp(t+ δt)) + c3∆~a(t+ δt) (3.16)

The values of c0,c1,c2 and c3 are expressed in table 3.2 and was obtained by Gear [9],

to maximize the stability and precision in the trajectories. This table expressed the values

for Taylor expansion series to 6 degree.

Table 3.2: Coefficient of the algorithm predictor − corrector, [9]

Degree c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

3 0 1 1 − − −
4 1/6 5/6 1 1/3 − −
5 19/20 3/4 1 1/2 1/12 −
6 3/20 251/360 1 11/18 1/6 1/60

We have used in our calculations one step of correction, the reason is by computational

efficiency. Usually this criteria of one step of correction is extended in Molecular Dynamics

Simulations.
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Temperature control

An input in MD simulations is the desired temperature of the systems that we want to

emulate. This initial temperature is not necessarily constant during the simulation. There

are several algorithms to force the system to maintain a constant temperature [13]. In our

simulations we use the simplest method which consists of rescaling the velocities of the

atoms to achieve the requested temperature. The scaling factor in the velocities of the

atoms is:

f =

√
3NkBT∑N
i=1miv2

i

(3.17)

where N is the number of atoms in our system, T is the temperature of the simulation

and kB is the Boltzman constant.

Modelling the successive ruptures and formations of a nanocotant

Other important components in the simulation are the type of boundary conditions applied,

the initial structure and the introduction of external forces or displacements if necessary.

These components depend on the type of simulation that one is interested in perform-

ing. In our case, our interest is to understand the process of rupture and formation of a

nanocontact. In the following section we are going to describe in detail the set up for our

simulations.

Before going into details we would like to point out that we have decided to use molec-

ular dynamic simulations with empirical potentials because they allow for the calculation

of trajectories for a high number of particles with a low computational cost. In our case

we want to emulate a contact that forms and breaks several times. In order to make

our calculations more realistic, an atomic system composed by hundreds or thousands of

atoms need to be consider. MD with empirical potentials are therefore suitable for these

calculations. Nevertheless, one must also keep in mind the limitations associated with this

method, namely, the interatomic potential and the total time that can be simulated.

Here would like to note that to date, researchers and publications in atomistic models

using molecular dynamics simulations, show results corresponding to the process of rupture

of the nanocontact. However, the process of formation is rarely studied. Part of the work

done in this thesis and published in Sabater et al. [15] consists in simulating a continuous

process of breaking and forming nanocontacts.

Our simulations are set up as follows.. We first consider an initial structure for the

nanocontact such as those shown in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of gold atomic size contact

These structures have a number between 525 (structure A) and 2804 (structure B) gold

atoms. The ratio between the length of the neck and the narrowest cross section is 5 for

structure A and 2 for the structure B. Tension along the [001] direction is applied to the

initial structure until it breaks. In order to do this, the three outer layers along the Z

direction (top and bottom) are displaced a fixed distance, preserving the XY positions.

This displacement is applied every time step, with characteristic strain rates between 108

and 1010s−1 [16].

As a result the strain rate of these simulations are orders of magnitude higher than the

strain rate applied in any experiment. This is one of the limitations of molecular dynamics.

Since the time step has to be kept below the vibrational frequency of the atoms. In the case

of the simulations of nanocontacs, we have used a time step between 0.5-1.0 femtoseconds

(fs) has been used.

The temperature in the simulations can be controlled in two different ways: it is kept

constant by scaling the velocities of all atoms every time step (every femtosecond) as

done in other works [17–19], or the temperature is not fixed during the calculation but

it is scaled in every cycle, after the contact is broken. In this last case the maximum

raise in temperature is 70K. The initial temperature of the simulations is 4.2K (liquid

helium temperature). The reason to use this temperature, is that our experiments are

usually realized at this condition. Moreover, it ensures that diffusion driven processes are

minimized.
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Figure 3.3: Initial structures used in the modelling of nanocontacs using molecular dynam-
ics simulations through EAM potentials.

In the simulation of our contacts, applying a displacement results in an increase the

total energy of the system. Part of that energy will be stored as potential energy and part

transformed into kinetic energy. In a real system, part of this energy would be dissipated

on the lattice. However, due to the finite size of the systems that we simulate, in order to

keep the temperature constant they nned to be coupled to a thermal bath. As explained

above the method used to do this is the scaling of velocities. We have performed two types

of simulations: simulations where the temperature is not scaled and therefore it increases

with the repeated process of stretching and compressing the contact, and simulations where

the temperature is kept constant by scaling the velocities of all the atoms in the system

every 50 steps.

We present here some snapshots of the simulation a gold nanocontact in figure 3.4. In

this figure we have started with a structure composed by 525 atoms, and we have applied

a traction or compression at the bases of the structure.

We have prepared a code in Fortran to control the traction and compression. This

code is named MODAS(MOlecular Dynamics Atomistic Simulations) and it is based on

the code MOKDYDCASK [14].

During the process of rupture and formation we have monitored the number of atoms

in the minimum cross-section or the area of this cross-section. The code MODAS has the

capability to stop the movement of rupture when it detects that the number of atoms

at the minimum cross-section is 0 [20]. When this occurs, the simulation continues for

200 steps and then the displacement of the outerlayers is reversed, that is the process of

compression starts. This movement of compression will stop when the number of atoms
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Figure 3.4: Snaptshots of simulation successive rupture and formation of a nanocotant.

at the minimum cross-section is equal to or slightly greater than the number of atoms

that we desire (or that we have set at the initial conditions). Furthermore we can repeat

the cycles of rupture-formation as many times as we want, in our cases close to 20 times.

Recording the number of steps, we can obtain the displacement of the two parts or tips

at the simulation. One possible representation to get information about the process is

representing the minimum cross-section vs displacement between tips. Doing this type

of representation, number of atoms at the minimum cross-section vs displacement, and

obtaining the geometry of the tips, we have all the necessary components to describe and

understand the atomic contacts through Molecular Dynamics.

Figure 3.5: Methodology used in the modeling of nanocontacs using molecular dynamics
simulations through EAM potentials.

Figure 3.5 shows the initial structure of gold that we have used in the first rupture.
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Also we have represented a illustration of the program MODAS. Furthermore we have

illustrated the plot that we have obtained at first rupture, in this plot we have represented

the number of atoms at the minimum cross-section vs displacement between two tips.

3.2 Modelling the electronic transport in Nanocontacts through

Ab-Initio Calculations

In order to compare the electronic transport of the experiments with the MD simula-

tions which provide the structure, we need to calculate the electronic transport using first

principles (Ab-Initio). This first principles calculations are based in Density Functional

Theory (DFT). To explain the Ab-Initio calculations we need to start at the expression

of Landauer. In chapter I, we detailed the formalism of Landauer and arrived to the next

expression:

G(EF ) =
2e2

h
T (EF ) = G0T (EF ) (3.18)

Where the conductance G(EF ) depends on one parameter called transmission T (EF ).

To calculate this last factor, we need to use the Green’s Functions and Partitioning Method.

This methodology allows us to obtain the electronic transport of a finite system connected

to two infinite systems or leads. Latter, we need to apply a correction to convert the

infinite system into semi-infinites and arrive at this equation called Caroli equation.

T (E) = Tr[ĜD(E)Γ̂R(E)Ĝ†D(E)Γ̂L(E)] (3.19)

This equation shows that the transmission of one device, atomic or molecular system,

depends on the green’s function of our device and the coupling with the leads.

Green’s Functions

We can anticipate that the Green’s functions allow us to obtain the density of electronic

states (DOS) and the partitioning method is only some considerations to simplify the

calculus [21]. The Green’s function in the space positions of one system is written as

shown in the next expression:

[E − Ĥ]G(~r, ~r′;E) = δ(~r, ~r′) (3.20)

At the space position the solution through auto-states of the Hamiltonian are not well
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defined. Assuming that the energy can be expressed as a complex number, and adding

a infinitesimal energy at the imaginary part iη, we can avoid the indeterminations at the

Green’s Functions. This assumption can be expressed as; G±(~r, ~r′;E + iη) ≡ limη−→0+

G((~r, ~r′;E + iη)) The first solution of the Hamiltonian is given by one particle that go

out of the point ~r′ and the second solution is for one particle arriving at the point ~r′, this

function are designed by G± and its satisfies that:

[E ± iη −H(~r)G±(~r, ~r′;E + iη) = δ(~r, ~r′)] (3.21)

Using this we have defined the advanced(G+) or retarded (G−) Green’s Function. Em-

ploying operators language the Green’s Function can be defined as:

Ĝ± = lim
η−→0+

[E ± iη − Ĥ]−1 (3.22)

At this point we can define the Spectral Function A ≡ i(G−−G+). This function is so

powerful because we can obtain the density of states and all the solutions of the Schrödinger

equation. We need to express the Green’s Function with all the base of eigenvalues, and

take this form, where |k > are the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian H with its eigenvalues

εk.

G = [E + iη − Ĥ]−1 =
∑
k

| k >< k |
E + iη − εk

(3.23)

Employing this notation the Spectral Function can be written as:

A = i

(
1

E − iη −H
− 1

E + iη +H

)
= i
∑
k

|k >< k|
(

1

E − iη − εk
− 1

E + iη + εk

)
(3.24)

= i
∑
k

|k >< k| 2η

(E − εk)2 + η2
(3.25)

Comparing the last expression with the definition of Dirac delta in the limit of density of

probability P (x) of the distribution of Cauchy-Lorentz, i.e. comparing with this expression

δ(x) = lim
η−→0

P (x) = lim
η−→0

1

π

η

(x− x0)2 + η2
(3.26)

it is trivial to express the Spectral Function as, and furthermore doing the trace as
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shown 3.28, we can obtain the density of states

A = 2π
∑
k

δ(E − εk)|k >< k| (3.27)

Tr[Â(E)] = Tr[i(G−(E) +G+(E))] = 2π
∑
k

δ(E − εk) = 2πDOS(E) (3.28)

The advantage of this formalism is that we have obtained all the solutions without solving

the eigenvalues of one Hamiltonian.

Partitioning Method

To start at partition let us suppose a nanocontact as a device connected to two leads or

electrodes considered semi-infinities. Figure 3.6 illustrates the electrodes or leads right and

left, also illustrates the nanocontact as a device. We have denoted at the diagram that the

coupling of Lead L in the device (V †L) and its vice-versa coupling (VL), and the same for

the Lead R whose terms are (V †R), (VR).

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the considerations to implement the Partitioning method

It is now when we can write our the Schrödinger Ĥ | ψ >= E | ψ > as:
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HL VL 0

V †L HD VR

0 V †R HR


 | ψL >| ψD >

| ψR >

 = E

| ψL >| ψD >

| ψR >

 (3.29)

Now we are going to focus at the equation that corresponds to the right lead, for example.

HRE | ψR > +V †R | ψD >= E | ψR > (3.30)

It is trivial to arrive to the expression, (E −HR) | ψR >= V †R | ψD >, and we can isolate

the wave function of our device as:f | ψR >= gR(E)V †R | ψD >.

To arrive to the last expression we have used the property (E −Hi)gi = I, where the

i index corresponds to i=R,L,D (right,left,device). The Green’s Function of the isolated

section of the system can be write as gi. Our interest is the Green’s Function of our device,

and the powerful of this method of partition is that we can calculate the Green’s Function

of the device without calculating that of the infinity electrodes. The expression (E −Hi)

gi = I using every index can by rewritten as:

E −HL −VL 0

−V †L E −HD −VR
0 −V †R E −HR


 GL GLD GLD

GDL GD GDR

GRL GRD GR

 =

I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

 (3.31)

Multiplying the first matrix by the second column of matrix G, we can write the next

equation,

(E −HL)GD − VLGD = 0 (3.32)

− V †LGLD + (E −HD)GD − VRGRD = I (3.33)

− V †RGD + (E −HR)GRD = 0 (3.34)

Isolating at the expression 3.32 and 3.34 the Green’s Functions GLD and GRD we

obtain these relations GLD = GLVLGD and GRD = GLV
†
RGD. These last relations can be

substituted at 3.33, taking now this form:

− V †LGLVLGD + (E −HD)GD − VRGLV †RGD = I (3.35)

To simplify this equation, we can define the variable named self − energy and whose
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expression is Σ ≡ V †i GiVi where i in this case is R o L depending of the electrode.

ΣLGD + (E −HD)GD − ΣRGD = I =⇒ GD = [E −HD − ΣL − ΣR]−1 (3.36)

The real part of self-energies Σi gives us as a result a displacement on the electronic

levels of the device.

To calculate a finite system connected a two surface semiinfinity system is not trivial,

write the function of a electrode semiinfinity as:

Gelectrode(E) =
1

E −H0 − Σelectrode(E)
(3.37)

To determine the (sef − energy) of one of these electrodes is through Dyson equation and

whose expression is:

Σelectrode(E) = V GelectrodeV
† = V

1

E −H0 − Σelectrode(E)
V † (3.38)

Finally, and operating to find the eigenenergies of the electrodes we can express the

Green’s Function as

GD = [E − iη −HD − ΣL − ΣR]−1 (3.39)

This last expression gives us all the information in our region of interest that in our case is

an atomic-sized contact. Next subsection is dedicated to how to use the Green’s Function

to calculate the coefficient of transmission on the Landauer formula.

Calculations of Transmission coefficients for atomic-sized contacts

.

In this section we want to calculate the Transmission coefficient T (E) through the tools

described, Green’s Functions and partitioning method. This method that we are going to

describe can be extended to a nanocontacts with a constriction. To calculate the current

through an atomic system or atomic wire with a constriction connected to two semi-infinite

electrodes as we shown in figure 3.6, we need to suppose that there is a quantity of electrons

ND at the region of interest called device, or in our case atomic constriction. It is well

known, that the current is the number of electrons that crosses a determinate area in one

interval of time. Defining < P̂D >= ND [22], in other words, the number of electrons it

equal at expected value of reduce density matrix of the device, and the equation of current
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can be expressed as:

I = ∂
∂tND = ∂

∂t < P̂D >=< ∂
∂t P̂D >=< i

[
P̂D, Ĥ

]
>

= i
[
< ψ|P̂DĤ|ψ > − < ψ|ĤP̂D|ψ >

] (3.40)

Using the Hamiltonian obtained at the Partitioning Method like reference equation is

3.29 the expression 3.40 takes this form:

I = ∂
∂tND = i

[
< ψ| V̂ †L + Ĥ + V̂R − V̂L − ĤD − V̂ †R|ψ >

]
= i
[
< ψ|V †L |ψ > − < ψ|VL|ψ > + < ψ|V †R|ψ > − < ψ|VR|ψ >

] (3.41)

Using this notation we can define the current (I) like a constriction at the two leads, the

I(ψ+L(E)) is the contribution of the Left lead and I(ψ+R(E)), and using last expression

we can rewrite as:

I(ψ+L(E)) = −i
[
< ψ+L(E)|V̂ †R|ψ+L(E) > − < ψ+L(E)|V̂R|ψ+L(E) >

]
I(ψ+R(E)) = i

[
< ψ+R(E)|V̂ †L |ψ+L(E) > − < ψ+R(E)|V̂L|ψ+L(E) >

] (3.42)

It so easy to see that this expression satisfies the following equality:

I(ψ(E)) = I(ψ+R(E)) = −I(ψ+L(E))

Considering that the wave function |ψL > comes from infinity and to the left and go

through the device or the vice versa case for |ψR >, we can write:

|ψL >=

|ψ
L
L >

|ψLD >

|ψLR >

 or|ψR >=

|ψ
R
L >

|ψRD >

|ψRR >

 (3.43)

|φL > and |φR > are the wave function without perturbation that come on the infinity

to left(L sub-index) or right (R sub-index) before it arrive to the area of dispersion. Here

we express the function partial as the interaction of |φL > or |φR > in the device.

|ψLD(E) >= ĜD(E)V̂ †L |φL(E) > (3.44)

|ψLR(E) >= ĝ†R(E)V̂ †RĜ
†
DV̂
†
L |φL(E) > (3.45)

For the case of that one wave function coming of the infinity to right part of the device,

we can write the wave function as:
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|ψRD(E) >= ĜD(E)V̂ †R|φR(E) > (3.46)

|ψRL (E) >= ĝ†L(E)V̂ †LĜ
†
DV̂
†
R|φR(E) > (3.47)

Replacing here, above expression in the expresion 3.42 we obtain:

I(ψ+L(E)) = −i[< φL(E)|V̂LĜD(E)ĝ†R(E)V̂RΓ̂RV̂
†
RĜ
†
DV̂
†
L |φL(E) >

− < φL(E)|V̂LĜD(E)ĝ†R(E)V̂RΓ̂†RV̂
†
RĜ
†
DV̂
†
L |φL(E) >]

(3.48)

Remembering, as we demonstrated in last subsection, that (self − energy) can be

write as Σi ≡ V †i giVi where i in this case is R o L depending of the electrode and defining

coupling matrix between electrodes as:

Γ̂(E) ≡ i(Σ̂(E)− Σ̂†(E)) (3.49)

Substituting coupling matrix in the equation 3.48 we obtain the equation of the current

written as

I(ψ+L(E)) = −i
[
< φL(E)|V̂LĜD(E)Γ̂†R(E)Ĝ†DV̂

†
L |φL(E) >

]
(3.50)

Similarly we can do the same for the current expression but for the wave function that

comes from the right:

I(ψ+R(E)) = −i
[
< φR(E)|V̂RĜD(E)Γ̂†L(E)Ĝ†DV̂

†
R|φR(E) >

]
(3.51)

In the task to find the expected value of the current < Î >, we can draw upon at this

expression < I >=
∫ EF
−∞ ρ(E)I(E)dE

IL =
∑
k

I(ψL(E))f(εK − µL) (3.52)

Let us allow changing this sum into an integral:

IL =

∫ µL

−∞
dE
∑
k

δ(E − εK)I(ψL(E)) (3.53)

Replacing I(ψL(E)) for the expression that we have obtained in 3.50, we obtain that:

IL =

∫
dE
∑
k

δ(E − εK) < φL|V̂LĜDΓ̂RĜ
†
DΓ̂L | φL > (3.54)
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In this last expression we can insert the matrix identity as shown in this equality

ID = Σd|d >< d|, for each d contained within the device.

IL =

∫
dE
∑
k,d

δ(E − εK) < φL|V̂L|d >< d| | ĜDΓ̂RĜ
†
DΓ̂L | φL > (3.55)

IL =

∫
dE
∑
k,d

< d | ĜDΓ̂RĜ
†
DΓ̂L | φL > δ(E − εK) < φL|V̂L|d > (3.56)

Considering that ÂL =
∑

k |φ 〉δ(E − εK)〈φ| = i
(
Ĝ†L − Ĝ

)
as the Spectral Function of the

electrode L, we can use the next relation:

ΓL = i
(

Σ†L − ΣL

)
= iV̂ †L(ĝ†L − ĝL)V̂L (3.57)

This last expression can be written for lead also using the sub-index R, and we can resort

the 3.56 as:

IR =

∫ µR

−∞
dE
∑
k

< d | ĜDΓ̂RĜ
†
DΓ̂L | d > (3.58)

IL =

∫ µL

−∞
dE
∑
d

< d | ĜDΓ̂RĜ
†
DΓ̂L | d > (3.59)

Itotal =

∫ µL

µR

dE
∑
k

< d | ĜDΓ̂RĜ
†
DΓ̂L | d >=

∫ µL

µR

dET (E) (3.60)

To finallize, we have obtained the equation of Caroli, this expression subsituted at the

Landauer formula gives us the condunctance of the device.

T (E) = Tr[ĜD(E)Γ̂R(E)Ĝ†D(E)Γ̂L(E)] (3.61)

In this manuscript we have used the Alacant code (ALicante Atomistic Computation

Applied to NanoTransport) to obtain the electronic transport in our atomic contacts,

simulated. Alacant is used to calculate the transmission in the device. Alacant is prepared

to calculate every term at the Caroli equation, but to obtain the Hamiltonian, the Gaussian

code[24] is used.
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Table 3.3: Conductance in G0 obtained using Alacant code in well defined structures for
different metals

Element Monomer Dimer Doble Atomic Contact

Au 0.9 1.1 1.6
Ag 0.9 0.9 1.8
Pb 2.0 1.5 3.0

3.3 Modelling Nanocontacts through atomistic simulations

(MD-DFT)

In the last section we have derived Caroli’s equation and described how Gaussian and

Alacant can provide the Hamiltonian and the coefficients of transmission, obtaining in

this way the electronic transport in a nanocontact. To give a example of calculations of

electronic transport we have generated some specific atomic structures of different metals.

We have calculated the conductance in units of G0 in the basic configurations of contacts

called Dimer, Monomer and Double Contact. Next figure shows a schematic illustration

of these configurations.

Figure 3.7: Schematic illustration of atomic contacts named monomer, dimer and Double
Contact.

The XYZ atoms position of the structures have not been obtained using MD simu-

lations, we have designed this structures using the equilibrium interatomic distance in

a Face Cubic Center (FCC) lattice, that we have put manually. We have obtained the

electronic transport in our atomic structure using the Alacant code (ALicante Atomistic

Computation Applied to NanoTransport)[23].

Table 3.3 shows some values of conductance for 3 different types of atomic-sized contacts

and different metals calculated by the Alacant code. This calculus fits well for the expected

values in a experiment.

On of the advantages to combine Molecular Dynamics and DFT calculations to model
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nanocontacts is that we can consider atomic structures with thousands of atoms and we

can simulate and obtain results in a short period of time. We could model the evolution of

the nanocontact using DFT calculations but the disadvantage is that the computational

time is more higher the the MD and DFT combination.

Figure 3.8, shows the algorithm used to combine MD simulations and DFT calculations.

We have called MODAS (MOlecular Dynamics Atomistic Simulations) the home-made

software based on the MDCASK code. MODAs sofware has the capability to repeat the

movement of break and form the nanocontact several times while limiting the number

of atoms in the cross section during the process of formation. This program provides two

types of files, we can obtain the minimum cross-section vs the displacement of the structure

and XYZ files format that later will be transform in inputs to ALACANT which provides

the electronic transport. Furthermore, combining both results we can build plots where

we can represent minimum cross-section and value of conductance in G0 vs displacement

of the electrodes. In this chapter we have described all the necessary to understand how

we are modelled the electronic transport using DFT calculations in structures obtained by

MD. With this methodology we can understand chapters 4,5 and 6.

Figure 3.8: Methodogy to obtain the electronic transport using DFT calculations on atomic
size contacts simulted by Molecuar Dynamics
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The pair potential is usually taken of the form:



Chapter 4

Mechanical annealing of atomic

scale contacts

The process of miniaturization of electronic devices is, at the moment, limited by the

atomic scale. Molecular magnets like nano-memories and several molecules with specific

functions have been prepared and will continue to be prepared to be used in nanocircuits.

The first challenge that we need to overcome is to create electrodes to connect them,

these electrodes must have very well defined structures to transmit completely the electric

singal, current, etc around them. Here we propose a methodology to create and to control

atomic size tips, the phenomenon of Mechanical Annealing. In this chapter we describe

this phenomenon from a theoretical and an experimental point of view.

We have measured the electronic transport in atomic size contacts using Scanning

Tunnelling Microscope (STM) at low temperature 4.2 K during the process of repeated

indentations and retractions of the electrodes. These experiments show that controlling the

indentation cycles below as value then 5G0 (in the case of gold) we can obtain the same

conductance behaviour during hundreds cycles. These results agree with our molecular

dynamics simulations of the process of indentation and retraction. MD simulations provide

the structure of the electrodes, and to compare with the experimental measurements we

have calculated the electronic transport through these structures using density functional

theory transport calculations.

Our results provide a crucial insight into fundamental aspects relevant to nano-tribology,

nanoelectronic or scanning probe microscopies.
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4.1 Mechanical annealing in atomic-sized contacts throught

experiments of electronic transport

Usually, the formation of atomic scale contacts between two metallic or semimetallic sys-

tems are performed by STM [3, 6] or by mechanically controlled break junctions (MCBJ)

[9]. During the process of approach or separation of the tip from the surface, it is possible

to measure the electrical conductance [4, 7] between both electrodes. It is well known that

during this process and the minimum cross section in the nanocontact is changing. And

these changes can be followed by recording traces of electrical conductance. One of the

problems with using this technique is that it is difficult to exactly extract the geometry of

the tip and the surface from just the conductance traces. It would be interesting to under-

stand how to modify the geometry of the electrodes, and one great step further will be to

atomically control the shape of the electrodes. Many technological applications and fun-

damental studies would benefit from atomically defined, stable, and reproducible metallic

electrodes down to the nanoscale. For example, often before a measurement using scanning

tunnelling microscopy (STM), the tip has to be prepared by indenting several times on a

surface to obtain clear image of STM. To date, despite the importance of this process,

there is no rigorous study or quantification of the underlying physical mechanisms. Other

interesting application is to create electrodes to connect molecules for measuring electronic

transport through them or for example prepare the STMS’s tip in situ at low temperature

to obtain a well defined and curves of spectroscopy [5]

To understand this phenomenon, we have experimentaly measured the electronic trans-

port using traces of conductance, i.e. conductance vs displacement between electrodes, in

cycles of indentation and retraction while measuring the conductance during the process.

Also, we have used atomistic simulations, both molecular dynamics and density functional

theory, to interpret the results of these experiments. Using molecular dynamics simulations

we have emulated the process that is happening during the deformation of the nanocontact

as we indent and break the nanowire several times controlling the minimum cross section

that we get from our MD simulations. Applying this technique we have observed that the

electrodes can be mechanically atomically sharpened. To compare the results of the num-

ber of atoms at the cross section with the experiment, we need to calculate the electronic

conductance between both electrodes. For this reason we have used DFT calculations in

order to obtain the conductance. Using MD and DFT calculations we obtain the geometry

and the electronic transport, and we can compare them with the results of the experiments.
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Mechanical annealing in Gold atomic-sized contacts at low temperatures

We have created atomic-sized contacts using a STM, and we have measured their elec-

tronic transport. In the STM experiments, tip and surface are of two gold electrodes of

purity above 99.995%. The experimental conditions were low temperatures (4.2K) under

a cryogenic vacuum atmosphere below 10−8 mbar (probably in the 10−12 mbar). These

electrodes, previously to the experiment, were cleaned with acetone in an ultrasonic bath

and later scratched with clean glass. To explain the experimental set-up we have created

a video tutorial that can be seen at [8].

Generally, the conductance traces obtained differ between different experimental runs

and a statistical approach is used, recording conductance histograms in order to identify

preferential configurations [10, 11]. This phenomenon has been extensively studied both

experimentally and theoretically [14].

There are, however, certain situations where the same conductance traces are recurrent

during hundreds of cycles of compression and traction. It was shown [15] that when a

100 atom thick contact is properly trained through repeated indentation, it is possible

to improve its crystallinity and aspect-ratio as long as the wire is not broken during this

process. In the opposite limit, Trouwborts et al [16] showed that they could form stable

one-atom contacts by gently cycling the formation of a one-atom contact from rupture.

These results have been recently modelled through molecular dynamics simulations [17].

Applying a constant bias voltage of Vbias = 100mV to the junction , the electronic

current is measured while displacing the two electrodes with respect to each other. In

this way, conductance vs. electrode displacement is constructed during the formation and

rupture of the contact, reflecting its structural evolution.

We have done a systematic study of the evolution and reproducibility of these traces,

comparing their behaviour for different values of the maximum conductance during inden-

tation, Gmax. Figure 1(a) shows 286 consecutive conductance traces during the formation

and rupture of gold nanocontacts when we limit the maximum value of conductance of the

tip-sample indentation to Gmax = 5G0. The inset shows a three dimensional graph of the

rupture cases. One can clearly observe that the traces remain unchanged during hundreds

of cycles with most of them showing the same height and length for the different steps.

This is a remarkable result considering that these conductance values correspond to cross

sections of a few atoms where one would expect plastical deformation to occur. In Figure

4.1 the conductance traces for formation and rupture of the gold contact are shown when

the maximum conductance is limited to a value of Gmax = 8G0. The inset figure shows

the three dimensional plot of the same traces. The difference between the traces in Fig.
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1(a) and (b) are outstanding: for the larger indentation the traces are not reproduced for

consecutive cycles.

Figure 4.1: Experimental traces obtained for Au nanocontacts during formation and rup-
ture when limiting the conductance to (a) 5G0 and (b) 8G0. The inset shows a 3D figure
of the rupture where the third axis is each individual trace.

Figure 4.2 shows a histogram of conductance obtained from the conductance traces

show in figure 4.1. The first one, figure 4.2(a), shows the histogram obtained from figure

4.1 (a). In this case we can see that when we have a robust atomic tip, some values don’t

show up, that is, inmediatly consequence that the evolution conductance vs displacement

between electrodes is practically the same from cycle to cycle. This histogram give us some

other relevant information about the atomic sized contact. Figure 4.2 a) show a strong

pick close to 1G0, indicating that these atomic-sized geomerty give a characteristic pick

of conductance, practically without dispersion, on the other hand the figure 4.2 b) show

diferents values of conducntace around 1G0, indicating that the atomic sized contact prove

all the possible geometric sized-contact configurations. In the case of conductance traces

during rupture there are clearly two sharp and dominant peaks, one close to 1G0 and one

between 1.5 and 2 G0. For those traces obtained during formation of the nanocontact,

the predominant peak is the one close to 1G0 (in fact two peaks can be resolved close to

1G0) while the peaks at 2 and 3 G0 are very weak. But if we go to indentations higher

than 5 G0, (4.2(b)) the histogram of gold is the typical histogram, reported several times

in the literature. Furthermore, the Ref. [12], tell us that the gold thermically annealed

before of electronic transport experiment shows subtle different histogram and and this is

because certain micro-structures were formed, then it caused that predetermined atomic
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configuration were repeated during the experiment.

Figure 4.2: a)Histogram of 286 consecutive traces showing the same behavior b)Histogram
of 170 consecutive traces showing the different behaviour

At this point we can conclude that:

a) if one is interested in obtaining a representative histogram of the conductance be-

haviour of a particular metal, exploring many different configurations, it is important to

indent the two electrodes to values higher than a threshold conductance (≈ 5G0 in the case

of gold), otherwise one might end up in a stable configuration that will bias the statistical

result.

b) On the other hand, these results also show a quantitative way to obtain a robust

STM tip or electrode: one must indent the tip several times to a conductance value not

higher than a given threshold value. This is what we call mechanical annealing in this

work.

Other experimental evidence that we can obtain pyramidal structure applying sucesives

controlled indetations, is shown in Figure 4.3, in the left part of the figure has showed one

STM images correspond on the scan on the surface electrode, right image correspond at the

same area, before the apply a mechanical annealing in one point of the surface, we observe

on left image at down that we have created a ”atomic-mountain”. The process to built

two images is detailed here. We applied cycles of indentation, we started close to 13G0 and

gradually we down limit to indentation until 5G0, in the range of [5, 1] G0 we have tryed

that during hundreds of traces these were identical. In consequence of this process we have

modifificated both geometries,one of the is the tips and the other the surface electrode,

but we can obtain only the images of STM surface.

It is evident from the figure that after the process of mechanical annealing in the surface

appears a new reconstruction of the atoms in a pyramid form.
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Figure 4.3: STM image size 20nmx10nm a) before mechanical anealling b) after mechanical
annealing.

We have used other materials in our experiments in order to find the value of the

minimum conductance that offer the same trace of conductance during continues cycles

of break and formation. We have applied the same procedure that we used in the case of

gold.

In order to summary the value of conductance that allow control the indentation process

and obtain the same behaviour in the consecutive traces. We have built the table4.1 where

we show this values obtained in the different materials. In the cases of Bi and Sb, were

impossible to obtain a certain accurated value , for this reason we have preferred to write

”value don’t obtained”. Despite of these result we have tried obtain it.

Table 4.1: Values of conductance that reproduce the same trace of conductance during
hundreds of cycles at 4.2 K

Metal Value of conductance (G0)

Au 5
Cu 6
Al 6
Gd 2.6
Bi value don’t obtained
Sb value don’t obtained
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4.2 Molecular dynamics simulations of repeated indenta-

tions

The experiments described above, however, do not provide atomic scale information or the

mechanism that gives rise to this behaviour. Numerical simulations are now used in order

to gain some understanding and provide an explanation consistent with the experimental

results. Molecular dynamics (MD) with empirical potentials is the computational tool

most commonly used to study the breaking and formation process of a nanocontact [18–

25]. Since conductance is expected to be proportional to the minimum cross section of the

contact in an MD simulation. In these MD simulations different traces are obtained varying

slightly the initial conditions, generally changing the initial velocity distributions, but

using the same initial geometry. Therefore, histograms of minimum cross sections can be

correlated, more or less accurately, with conductance histograms. Usually this correlation

is better done through the modelization of the electronic transport by other computational

methods such as density functional theory (DFT) [22] or tight-binding [23, 24].

We have performed MD simulations of breaking and formation of gold nanocontacts

using the embedded atom potential developed by Zou et al. [26]. This potential is fitted

to reproduce basic materials properties such as lattice constant, elastic constant, bulk

moduli, and vacancy formation energy. The initial configuration is a neck, following the

work of Sorensen et al [19]. The ratio between the length of the neck and the narrowest

cross section is 5 for simulations with 525 atoms(narrow neck) and 2 for simulations with

2804 atoms(wide neck). Figure 4.4 shows both structures, used in our simulations. Theses

structures have two different kinds of atoms, the atoms with golden color correspond to

gold atoms in the simulations, and the atoms on blue correspond on Argon atoms, usually,

this atoms of Argon are attached at the structure obtained by MD. This atomos of Argon

are necessary for the DFT calculations, they compound the Bethe net to assemble at the

leads.

Table 4.2 shows a summary of the neck used in every simulation, the type of potential

used, furthermore if we have used in the simulation a rescale of temperature or the system

loss energy by friction. This table also shows the minimum numberof cycles of rupture-

formation of the atomic-sized contact simulated that we have obtained and also in the row

named atoms indentations we show the number of atoms that we have used to ”say” to

our code that the process of indentation must be stopped and start the process of rupture.

In the table appears the notation number/number/number. That mean for example that

we have simulated for 3 different values of controllable minimum cross-section to stop the
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Figure 4.4: Different necks used in our simulations. Left narrow neck and right wide neck

Figure 4.5: Atoms by layer in the two structures analyzed. Left narrow neck and right
wide neck

indentation and star the rupture process, for example:” 8,15 and 20 minimum cross section

(8/15/20)”

Using these two structures, we mimic a long and narrow nanowire and a short and

wide constriction. Three atomic layers at the top and at the bottom of the simulation

cell are displaced by a fixed distance every time step with characteristic strain rates be-

tween 108 and 1010s−1[19]. Simulations where the temperature is kept constant by scaling

the velocities of all atoms every time step (every femtosecond) have been performed, as

well as simulations where the temperature is not fixed. The initial temperature for both

cases is 4.2 K. Unlike previous works [20, 21, 23–25], calculations are performed in cycles,

following the experimental procedure. A tension along the [001] direction is applied to

the initial structure until it breaks while computing the minimum cross section [27]. The

reproducibility of the traces in the simulations depends, at least, on two factors. On one

hand, if the temperature is kept fixed in the simulations as done in previous calculations
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Table 4.2: resume of the type of neck used, the type of potential, number of maximum
cycles of rupture and formation of the structure and last row presents the maximum number
of atoms applied in the indentation

Neck Potential Description cycles minima Atoms indentation

Narrow EAM Frition more than 6 8/15/20
Narrow EAM Rescale Velocity more than 6 6/8
Wide EAM Rescale Velocity more than 8 5/15/25
Wide EAM Friction more than 6 5/15/25

[19, 20], traces are much more similar to each other than if no heat dissipation is included.

However, there is also less relaxation of the atoms in the two tips and that results, in some

cases, in the formation of unlikely structures. Note that keeping the temperature fixed is

equivalent to an almost instant dissipation of heat (femtoseconds). A second factor that

influences the reproducibility of the traces is the initial atomic configuration. When the

initial structure is a short and wide constriction, the two pyramidal tips are easily formed

after the first indentation and all subsequent traces are very similar as long as the max-

imum indentation value is kept low. For this reason we have included two subsections to

explain better the process of mechanical annealing in narrow and wide necks.

Narrow neck

Figure 4.6 top section, shows 6 snapshots of the nanocontact during the formation and

breaking process for the case of the narrow nanowire. The results presented are the initial

configuration and the configuration of the system before cycles 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20. In

this particular calculation the temperature was not kept fixed and the two nanoelectrodes

are brought together until the minimum cross section reaches a size of 15 atoms. The

atoms have been coloured according to the following procedure: after the nanocontact

is broken for the first time, atoms in the top nanoelectrode and in the bottom one are

labelled differently, as shown in the configuration for cycle 2. Therefore, the number of

atoms that are exchanged between electrodes, with respect to the original configuration,

can be followed (see cycles 5 to 20). Figure 4.6 shows the percentage of atoms on one

nanoelectrode that were originally on the second one, for the two nanoelectrodes, as a

function of the indentation cycle. The figure shows how this number reaches a constant

value after 7 - 8 cycles. Note that during the second cycle the nanocontact breaks from a

different point leaving only one nanoelectrode with mixed atoms. This can be seen more

clearly in the movie of the complete calculation [28].
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Figure 4.6: Snapshots of the MD simulations of rupture and formation of a nanocontact
in gold for the initial configuration and before cycles 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20 (top). Number
of atoms in the top nanoelectrode (in %) that were initially on the second one, and vicev-
ersa, as a function of the number of cycles (bottom). Temperature was not fixed in this
calculation.

The first interesting feature that can be observed from the different configurations in

Figure 4.6 is the re-shaping of the two sides with the indentation cycles. The second

cycle shows the formation of long chains, in this case a double chain, which have been

already identified and described by other authors [29]. However, as the indentation process

continues, stable tips are formed which remain almost unchanged for cycles 10, 15 and 20.

The constant value in the atomic mixing between tips for these cycles also points to the

formation of a stable configuration. The tips formed have a pyramidal shape with (111)

faces, which is consistent with energetic considerations.

The formation of a robust tip after repeated indentations can also be observed in the

traces of the minimum cross section (in number of atoms) obtained from the simulations.

In figure 3 traces for all 20 indentations for the case of stretching the nanocontact until

rupture are presented. It is clear from this figure that while the first 10 traces are very

different from each other, the last 20 traces are quite similar, just like the experimental

data shown in Fig. 4.1
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Figure 4.7: Minimum cross section traces obtained from MD simulations for rupture of the
nanocontact. Blue lines show the first 10 traces while red lines are the last 20 traces.

Wide neck

Figure 4.8 shows the minimum cross section for the case of 2804 atoms, with fixed temper-

ature and for three different indentation values: cross section of 5, 15 and 25 atoms. The

inset in this figure shows the initial configuration in this simulation. This result clearly

shows that if the indentation is kept low, below a minimum cross section of 15 atoms,

the traces are nicely reproduced, just like in the experiments shown in 4.1 (a). However,

when the indentation is up to a section of 25 atoms, the traces are very different from

one cycle to the next, even in the case where heat is dissipated. This is also in agreement

with the experimental data shown in figure 4.1 (b). This behaviour is the result of the

sliding between the two tips. For small indentations the tips can accommodate each other

by simply sliding along the (111) faces with almost no disorder of any of the two tips.

However, as the indentation proceeds disorder of the tips increases, changing their shapes

and consequently the traces obtained (see [30] for movies of these calculations).

Figure 4.9 we shows that the two initial structure used and some snapshots of the

MD simulations. We observe that both case appear the atomic pyramidal structure. We

concluded that the only difference is that Structure with wide neck arrive at the atomic-

pyramidal structure in minus cycles of rupture-formation that the narrow neck.
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Figure 4.8: Minimum cross section traces obtained from MD simulations for rupture of the
nanocontact when indentation is followed up to a cross section of 5 atoms, 15 atoms and
25 atoms. The inset shows the initial configuration of the contact with 2804 atoms.

4.3 Electronic transport in different gold simulated struc-

tures thought DFT calculations

MD simulations do not provide information about conductance of these systems and there-

fore cannot be directly compared with the experimental measurements. For the case of

gold, which has a single s valence orbital half occupied, one could use a simple rule of

thumb and consider that the cross section in atoms is equal to the conductance in units

of G0. However, this might not be the case when the minimum cross section has several

atoms and the lattice is disordered. Therefore, we have performed DFT electronic trans-

port calculations to obtain the conductance values for the atomic configurations obtained

with the MD simulations.

We have used our code ANT.G, which is part of the package ALACANT [31] and

implements the non-equilibrium Green’s function formalism with the help of the popular

code GAUSSIAN09 [32].

Next diagram in figure 4.10 shows the different steps in the calculations. In the first

step we use the MODAS program (MOlecular Dynamics Atomistic Simulations) to obtain

the shape of the wire during the process of traction and compression. In every step we have

picked the xyz position of the atoms and prepared the input file for the program called

Alacant which calculates the conductance through that structure.

Figure 4.11 shows two conductance traces for the first and tenth ruptures along with

the minimum cross section for the case of the narrow wire (525 atoms). Here, due to the
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Figure 4.9: Different structures used in MD simulations snapshots of some cycles of rupture-
formation

Figure 4.10: Diagram of steps in our calculations

large number of atoms, we have employed a very basic basis set consisting only of one 6s

orbital and one electron, the remaining 78 electrons being part of the pseudopotential. For

reassurance, we have also computed a few MD snapshots with a larger basis set consisting

of 5s5p5d6s orbitals and 11 electrons (diamonds, in figure 5(a)). These calculations show

that for small cross sections, up to ≈ 3−4G0, there is an equivalence between conductance

and number of atoms in the minimum cross section. However, for larger cross sections this

correspondence does no longer holds, which can be attributed, in part, to the disordered

structure. In this particular case the conductance of a cross section with ≈ 12 atoms is

reduced to only ≈ 6− 8G0. This could explain why in the molecular dynamics simulations

described above we obtain stable traces for indentation up to cross sections of ≈ 15 atoms,

while experimentally the indentation must be limited to ≈ 5G0.

Figures 4.12 show conductance traces for the first and tenth ruptures along with the
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Figure 4.11: Traces of conductance from DFT (open circles) and estimates from MD
minimum cross section (lines) for calculations with 525 atoms. (a) Rupture trace during
first cycle and (b) rupture trace for cycle number 10 for a maximum indentation of 5 atoms
in cross section.

minimum cross section for the case of the wide wire (2804 atoms). For these calculations

we have employed a very basic basis set consisting only of one 6s orbital and one electron.

For every point in the figures we have needed 1500 hours of computation.

In figure 4.13 we present the 4 plots in one, we put the same point of ruputure, and we

can obtain extra information about the behavior of the electronic transport calculated by

DFT using one base of 1 electron and the behavior of the minimun cross section calculated

by molecular dynamics simulations. The 4 figures that compound the figure 4.12 are

represented in figure 4.13. To compound this last we have introducec a off-set in the

displacement in order to put all the curves at the same point of rupture. In consequence

the minina crossection controlled in the this simulation was 20 atoms and for this appear

at 0 displacement.

Last figure show in points the different values of the conductance calculated for the

different cycles of rupture, the colour of the point have a relation with the cycle as denoted

this list ”black cycle 1, blue cycle2, purple is cycle 5 and red is cycle 7”. Furthermore and

using the same colours we have plotted in lines, the minima cross-section obtained, during

the cycles, 1,2,5 and 7. Is obvios that the cycle 1, the first points of the minma cross-section

are values hihg. To obtain with more detail, the are of interest, we have zoomed the plot
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Figure 4.12: Traces of conductance from DFT (red circles are calculations with 1 electron
basis) and estimates from MD minimum cross section (lines) for calculations with 2804
atoms. Rupture trace during 1st, 2nd, 5th. 7th cycle respectively

4.13. This interests area correspond when the minima cross-section is in the range [20, 0].

We observe this in figure 4.14.

In figure 4.14 we observe that the deface between conductance vs minima cross-section

is minimum. This deface is important when the structure is in the initial steps in other

words, if we try to calculate the electronic transport by DFT calculations at cycle 1 of

rupture, we’ll find a important deface between the relation the number of atoms at the

minina cross-section between the value of the conducntace.. That effect occur also in the

structure of 525, in figure 4.11 a). We have two hypothesis the first one is that the counts

of the atoms in the minima cross-section is wrong or DFT isn’t accurate in the first steps

of the first rupture in the atomic simulated structure. The first hypothesis is tested, and

we have obtained using two different methods, and obtain results the the number of atoms

in the minima cross-section is pratcically the same using two different methodologies. The

first algorithm to count atoms is based in brat algorithm and the second is identify different

layers in the structure, and count how atoms are in the layer, one example of this algorithm

is the figure 4.5. The second hypotesis is that is so possible that the coupling lead beth

net will hava a resistance minus that the espareted value of the minima cross-section. This

second hypotesis will be comprobated in near works.

During this manuscript we are trying to correspond a relation between experiments,
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Figure 4.13: Traces of conductance from DFT are asteriscus and pointed lines are minima
cross section obtained by DFT, the relation of colours are: black cycle 1, blue cycle 2,
purple is cycle 5 and red is cycle 7

Figure 4.14: Traces of conductance from DFT are asterisicus and pointet lines are minima
cross section obtained by DFT, the relation of colours are: black cycle 1, blue cycle 2,
purple is cycle 5 and red is cycle 7
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Table 4.3: Compartive of atoms in the minima cross-section vs the conductance obtained
throught DFT calculations

Cycle Conductance DFT(G0) Minima cross-section

1 12.5 14
2 15 14
5 15 12
7 15 12
1 12.5 14

Molecular Dynamics Simulations and DFT calculations in order to obtain the geometry

of the atomic sized contacts. Figure 4.14 show the atomic geometry of the atomic-sized

contacts whose values appear at table 4.3.

Figure 4.15: Cartoon of the simulation. Number of atoms in the minima cross-section that
apeear in table 4.3

Table 4.3, show a compartive between the value of conducntace. We have counted the

number of atoms in the minima cross-section using the method to count atoms layer by

layer.
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4.4 Differnce of the electronic transport in atomic-sized con-

tacts annealed or not

In figures 4.2a) and b) we observe the difference in the historgram when we study the

electrinic transport in a atomic-sized contact annealed or not. Figura a) show that we

obtained well defined and acussate picks that we could stablis a relation with geometry

of atomic-sized contacts. On the other hand, when we go out of the limit of conductance

5G0, the traces never repeat the same behavior and the histogram shows all the values

possible, i.e., all the possible atomic configurations in the contact. On the other hand,

when we don’t have annealed surface, at the historman is diferrent we have well defined

picks but with a width more tan bigger that in the casde of annealed atomic contacts. That

is consecquence taht the elctronic trasport have a differente characteristics depending of

the atomic sized-contact geometry.

Figure 4.16 show a comparative between experimental traces of conductance of Au in

4.2 K vs a trace of MD simulations in the ciclye of rupture 1 at the initial strucutre called

a) at this manuscript and chapter. We obwerve that the ruputre experatil trace of rupture

coincide well with trace of MD Symualations with EAM potential. This situaion is the

comparative of MD vs experiment in a structure non annealed.

Figure 4.16: Comparation with MD simulatins traces of ruputre and formation at first
cyvle of rupture vs a experimental trace fo conductance

Here, in to compare the electrinc transport of the point of view experimental and

simulated, we have ploted in figure 4.17 the experimental traces of conductance when we

have the atomic sized contact annneled vs the number of atoms in the mimina cross-section
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Table 4.4: Study of the conductance in annealed of structures simulated by MD, depenign
of the neck

Neck Conductance DFT(G0) Minimun Cross Section(atoms) Cycle

Narrow 5 5 10
Wide 10 15 2
Wide 10 15 5
Wide 10 15 7

and the value of conductance for this structure simulated calculated by DFT in the cycle

10 of annealed contact simulated.

Figure 4.17: Comparation with MD simulatins traces of ruputre and formation at first
cyvle of rupture vs a experimental trace fo conductance

Comparing both figures 4.17 and 4.16 we have obtained that is better fitted the ruputre

with MD simulations. In not annealed nanocontact conductances close to 4G0 have the

same behaivor that counting the atoms and the minima cross-section. By other hand in a

annealed nacontact figure we obtain that is better fitted the condunctaces for condunctaces

and atoms in the minima cross-section below 5G0.

To complete more this study we have presented the table 4.4, we have studiedt depend-

ing of the neck, the minimama cross-section and its correspondence value of conductance

calculated by DFT, in the first step in some cyles.
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According with table 4.4 and the discussion during this chapter, the wide neck is so

easy arrive to atomic pyramidal structure than the narrow neck, we have concluded than

when we have the pyramidal structure the value of the minima cross-section is so close

at the value of conductance obtained by DFT calculations. Futhermore, we present other

interesing study summaried in figure 4.18. We try study in wide necks structures the

histogram of number of minima cross-section in diferents controlled identations. We have

used this neck because in indentations controladed using 5,15 and 25 atoms in the minima

cross-section in all the simulations at cycle of rupture 2, we have obtained the pyramidal

structure.

Figure 4.18: Study of the minimum cross section depending of the identantio of wide neck
in the cybles rupture 2 to 8

In summary of this histogra s 4.18, we conclude that when the identation is 5 o5 15,

the we have more defined points of minima cross-section, in the case of identation with

25 atoms controled in the minima cross-section the values of the histograms are more

dispersed. For example. identaitions 15 and 5 we have obtained picks in 1,2, 2.5 3 and 4

atoms in the minima crosssection, for the case o identation 25 the picks are distributend

arround [0.5-5]. In other words, when the identation is big, the number of atmos in the

minima cross-section in several cylces have different values and direct consequence is that

the geomtry of the atomic size contact is chancing.

4.5 Conclusions

In summary, our experiments show that it is possible to create stable and atomically well-

defined tips by repeated indentation of an electrode into a surface as long as the indentation
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is limited to a few conductance quanta: ≈ 5G0 in the case of gold. Our simulations show

how, under repeated indentations, two pyramidal tips with (111) faces form. When the

indentation is small, the tips will slide on each other producing almost no distortion and,

therefore, reproducible traces. As the indentation increases so does the disorder and the

reproducibility disappears.

Other conclusion is that depending of the neck we need a different number of identation

cycles to achieve sharpened electrodes in a pyramidal form. In not annealed nanocontact

conductances close to 4G0 have the same behaivor that counting the atoms and the minima

cross-section. By other hand in a annealed nacontact figure we obtain that is better fitted

the condunctaces for condunctaces and atoms in the minima cross-section below 50. When

the identation is big, the number of atmos in the minima cross-section in several cylces

have different values and direct consequence is that the geomtry of the atomic size contact

is chancing.
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Chapter 5

Structure of the first and last

atomic-sized contacts through

electronic transport

By Studying the electronic transport between two electrodes as these that are approached

or separated, with displacements in the range of nanometres, we can observe in some metals

an abrupt jump in the measured current. This jump occurs from the tunnelling current to

the one defined by the first atomic contact.

This jump in the conductance is called jump-to-contact phenomena (JC). Similarly, a

jump in the conductance is observed when the two electrodes are pulled apart and the

contact is broken, in what is called ”jump-out-of-contact” phenomena (JOC). Gimzewski

et al. measured this jump in the conductance in the transition from tunnelling regime

to point contact using a scanning tunnelling microscopy [1]. J.I Pacual et al. [2] using

STM technique studied the transition to the quantum contact in gold, in other words, the

transition tunnelling-atomic contact. Other theoretical and experimental works as the ones

in Ref. [4, 6] give us relevant results that in some metals conductance jumps exist during

the formation and rupture process, in special in the last Ångström before rupture of the

atomic contact and in the first Ångström after the tunneling regime. There are, however,

other authors [7–9] that show that in the presence of ad-atoms in the surface there is a

smooth and reproducible transition from tunnelling to contact regime.

Nonetheless, the jumps in the conductance is a particular phenomena. Elements such

as Ag and Cu are controversial in this phenomena [8].

We report here the results obtained for both phenomena and for different metals that

117
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we tested using a STM at low temperatures. Through molecular dynamics Simulations

and DFT calculations we have compared the most probable atomic structures and their

calculated conductance with the experimental results. Counting the previous approaches

we have used in our simulations mechanically annealed electrodes as described in the

previous chapter giving us results which reasonable these of the experiments. Finally, we

show the relationship that exists between these atomic scale phenomena, that is, between

the last value of conductance before the jumps, and macroscopic properties of the materials.

5.1 Structure of the first atomic contact in Gold

Metallic atomic sized contacts can be created by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) [2,

29] or by mechanically controlled break junctions (MCBJ) [26, 29], as described in chapter

2. In such nanocontacts the electrical conductance is closely related to their minimum

cross section. Therefore, by recording the conductance while the electrodes are displaced

with respect to each other (traces of conductance), one can infer the atomic structure of

these contacts. However, to understand the structures formed at the contact it is necessary

to make use of theoretical models. Uzi Landman et al. [14] pioneered the use of molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations to follow the variation of the minimum cross section during

the process of stretching of a nanocontact. Later, Untiedt et al. [15], by experimentally

studying the phenomena of jump-to-contact (JC) in gold and combining MD and electronic

transport calculations, were able to identify the formation of three basic structures before

contact between the two electrodes, although a limited analysis on the conductance values

was presented there.

Trouwborst et al. [16] have also studied the phenomena of JC and JOC using indenta-

tion loops where the maximum conductance was limited to 1G0, where G0 = 2 e
2

h (quantum

of conductance). These experiments showed that the elasticity of the two electrodes is one

of the relevant parameters to explain these phenomena. Despite the above, there is not yet

a unique picture that correlates the experiments with the MD and transport calculations,

regarding the different atomic structures that can be found at the contact. In this chapter

we show experimental results of the JC and JOC phenomena for gold, analyzed simulta-

neously. We study the most probable configurations before the formation and breaking of

nanocontacts. As found earlier [15], the contacts can be classified into monomer, dimer and

double contact. In order to correlate with the experimentally obtained conductance values,

we calculated the conductance of these structures using first-principles quantum transport

models. We have used a STM, where the tip and sample were two gold electrodes with

purity 99.999%. The experiments were done at 4.2K and cryogenic vacuum atmosphere. In
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Table 5.1: Experimental values of conductance that appear more frequently in the case
JC and JOC. Pairs of values (Ga,Gb) and (Gc,Gd) for JC and JC-JOC respectively, that
appear more frequently in the density plot of Figure 5.1.

Pairs of values obtained in the density plots in fig. 5.1

Phenomena 1 maximum 2 maximum 3 maximum
(Ga, Gb)G0 (Ga, Gb)G0 (Ga, Gb)G0

JC (0.03,0.94) (0.05,0.98) (0.09,1.77)

JOC (0.01,0.92) - (0.01, 1.60)

order to obtain the conductance of the contacts the electrical current was measured while

applying 100 mV constant bias voltage between the gold structures. Figure 5.1 shows

traces of conductance in a gold nanocontact, measured in units of G0 during the process

of formation (red) and rupture (green). Insets show some snapshots from our molecular

dynamics simulations. These correspond to the initial structure (top figure) and the final

structures before breaking (bottom right) and just after contact formation (bottom left).

Figure 5.1B is a zoomed area around 1G0 of 5.1A, where the phenomena of JC and JOC

can be clearly observed. In order to quantify the jump occurring in these two processes

we define two conductance values for JC (Ga, Gb) and two values for JOC (Gc Gd). These

values correspond to the conductance values before and after the jump. We have performed

thousands of indentations and recorded the values of these points. Representing Gb vs Ga

for the JC case and Gd vs Gc for JOC, we can obtain a colour density plot as shown in

Figure 5.1C for JC and in Figure 5.1D for JOC. Lighter colours are less probable values

than darker colours. Experimental results of the JC and JOC in gold are shown in Figure

5.1 and Table 5.1.

In the case of JOC we can distinguish clearly one area of high probability. More details

about these experiments are presented in reference [15].For clarity, we include in Table 5.1

those pairs of conductance that appear more frequently in the experimental measurements.

We should mention that for all traces studied in gold the phenomena of JC or JOC are

always observed, unlike in other metals [15]. For JC we observe three pairs of values that

occur with higher frequency which we named as maximum 1, 2 and 3. In the JC maxima 1

and 2 correspond to jumping from a value of 0.01G0 to a value of 0.94G0 and from a value

of 0.05G0 to 0.98G0. These two peaks are easily observed in 5.1C as one large area of high

probability. The last maximum corresponds to a jump from 0.09G0 to 1.77G0, which is the

second spot shown in Figure 5.1C. On the other hand, on breaking the nanocontact, only

two maxima have been identified, one where the contact breaks for conductance values of

0.92G0, clearly seen in figure 5.1D, and another one when it breaks at conductance values
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Figure 5.1: How to build a density plot. On the top left hand side we show a typical trace
of conductance of gold at 4K during the process of breaking (red) and forming (green) a
contact. The top right hand size is a zoom near 1G0 to define the values before and after
the jump-to-contact, Ga and Gb, and jump-out-of-contact, Gc and Gd. The bottom figures
show colour density plots where dark colours represent those values of conductance that
appear more frequently (left for JC and right for JOC)
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Figure 5.2: A classical model to describe the jump to contact phenomena.

Figure 5.3: Other possible scenarios of a clasical model.

of 1.60G0, which appears very faint in the figure. Note that these two values are close to

those obtained for the first and third maximum in the JC case.

5.2 Classical model of ”Jump to contact” or ”Jump-out-of-

contact”

In a first approximation we can try to explain the phenomena of jump-to-contact and

jump-out-of-contact using a classical model. To focus our investigation, let us remember

figure 2.7 on chapter 2, where we showed traces of conductance during the formation and

rupture of the atomic-sized contacts. If we compare both curves, we will find a hysteresis

behaviour between them, due to accumulated elastic tension, [5]. This fact, suggests us in

a first approach, that the attractive and repulsive forces are involved in this process. And

as a consequence, our model must be based in this type of attractive forces.

In order to simplify our model, we can assume two atomic-sized electrodes from a STM

or MCBJ experiment as figure 5.2 shows. We are assuming that the atoms are fixed at

their position, being d the distance between both electrodes. Let us assume that the last

atom at the electrode is linked to it by a spring with constant Kel.

Other possibilities are shown in figure 5.3.

Let us assume, to simplify the discussion in this manuscript, the first scenario detailed

in figure 5.2. Through this, we are going to improve our understanding about how jump
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to contact happens and which are the necessary conditions for its absence.

Focussing in figure 5.2, where the last atom was linked to the left electrode or neighbour

atoms by a spring with elastic constant kel. This spring represents the elastic properties

of the whole atomic structure and as a consequence will depend on the atomic bonds. It

is obvious that as shown in the figure of other scenarios that the constant depends also

on the geometry of the atomic structure. Due to the proximity of the right electrode this

central atom is subjected to a binding potential. This additional energy can be described

as shown in the next expression and that is named Universal binding curve[3]:

Uuniv(x) = −α(x− x0)e−β(x−x0) (5.1)

where α, β and x0 depends on the material that we consider and all have a relationship

with the binding energy, x in this expression represents the distance between the last atom

on the left and right electrode. Figure 5.4 shows the universal binding curve and its first

and second derivative. It is important obtain these curves and its derivatives because it

gives us information about the binding energy and the force of breaking. At figure the red

curve that is the universal binding curve show us, that it has a minimum in x = x0 + 1/β

for the binding energy Ebind = −α/(βe1), the first derivative (blue curve) has a minimum

in x = x0 + 2/β and five information that Fbreak = −α/e2. Finally the second derivative

has a minimum in x = x0 + 3/β taking the value U
′′
min = Kind = −αβ/e3 =, we denoted as

kbind because it is very similar to the constant for an harmonic oscillator. This kbind will

define the possible ranges of values for the elastic constant in our classical model that we

have denoted by kel

To express the total energy that ”feel” the last atom sited at left electrode we present

the following equation, where the first term correspond to binding energies and the second

term is the elastic energies.

E(d, x) = −α(x− x0)e−β(x−x0) +
1

2
kel(d− x)2 (5.2)

We should remember that during the process to create atomic-sized contact we are ap-

proaching or separating the electrodes, and the distance between electrodes (d) is chancing

all the time, in a consequence, a for a given value of Kel the total energy curve and the

equilibrium position of the atom xeq change. To find this equilibrium distance we need

look at the value x where dE/dx = 0 d2E/dx2 > 0.

Figure 5.5 shows a sketch of changes in the potential, where is sited the equilibrium

position xeq, in the cases of jump to contact and jump out of contact. When both elec-
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Figure 5.4: Universal binding curve (red line) and its first (blue line) and second (green
line) derivatives. Courtesy of M. R. Calvo at Ref. [11].

trodes are far enough, the part of contribution of the binding potential is negligible, and

the equilibrium distance xeq of the last atom of the left electrode is the relaxed position,

this scenario correspond to 5.5 a). As both electrodes are approaching the binding po-

tential stars to take a role and the spring also stars to stretch, as the elastic term is who

dominates the behaviour, the evolution of xeq is smoothly (scenario b). When the domi-

nant part is the binding energy and we have the case of kel is low, at certain distance, it

becomes energetically favourable to stretch the structure in order to form a contact. Then

occurs suddenly a movement in the position that connect the atom between both electrodes

(scenario c). Depending of value of kel, this movement can be registered abrupt or smooth.

Analogously,if we can consider the situation of the stretchering between electrodes will be

at d) scenario where the system remains at the binding potential well, if we separate more

both electrodes the minimum of energy will star to disappear and the system evolves to

elastic minimum energy. Is here where it again jump out of contact (under the condition

of kel). This is the scenario f at figure 5.5

During the discussion of the evidence of the jump to contact through a classical model

the kel parameter play a important role. We show at figure 5.6, as the position of equilib-

rium changes producing or not jump to contact as function of distance between electrodes

for different values of the elastic constant. The upper panel show the scenario when the

kel << kbind, under this situations we can observed the evidence of jump to contact and

jump out contact. The middle part shows that under certain conditions the jump is smooth

and but appear also a hysteric behaviour between the formation and rupture of the con-
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Figure 5.5: Left: Jump to contact sketched. Right: Jump out of contact. Courtesy of M.
R. Calvo at Ref. [11]
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of the equilibrium distance xeq for the left last atom with respect to
the right electrode as the distance d between electrodes is varied. Courtesy of M. R. Calvo
at Ref. [11].

tact, this is the case when the kel < kbind. On the bottom of the panel, we observe the

case of the elastic behaviour predominate, that it occurs when kel > kbind, in this situation

disappear, the jumps and the hysteric behaviour, when happens this we are in the case of

absence of jump to contact.

Here we finish with our classical model to explain and understand both phenomena.

Now we are going to study these phenomena using more sophisticated models, molecular

dynamics and DFT calculations of conductance.

5.3 MD and DFT calculations of gold nanocontacts

Once the basis of the basic ingredients of the ’jump-to-contanct’ phenomenon are under-

stood we can aprroach to this problem through atomistic simulations. To emulate the

movement of the STM and simulate the tip and surface indentations, we used MD simula-

tions with embedded atom potentials. Density function theory (DFT) based calculations

are performed to obtain the electronic transport in the simulated structures [20]. For the

MD simulations we have selected an embedded atom potential [21] because elasticity of

the electrodes seems to be one of the key parameters in the processes to be studied [16],

and these empirical potentials are fitted to reproduce the experimental elastic properties

of bulk materials. Furthermore the computational cost with this simulation method is low,

which makes it an appealing tool since we need to simulate tens of these cycles of breaking
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Figure 5.7: Structure and configurations of contacts. The two initial configurations used
in the MD simulations are shown: structure A, long and narrow contact and structure B,
short and wide contact.

and formation of the nanocontact.

Using MD we have analyzed the structures shown in the figure above during formation

and breaking of the contact,

but we focused on the type of contact formed. The two initial configurations of the

nanocontacts are shown in Figure 5.7. Structure A is built with 525 gold atoms. This initial

structure is stretched until the contact is broken by displacing the two top and bottom atom

layers (represented in blue in the figure). After breaking, the direction of the displacement

of these layers is reversed so that the two sides are brought together until contact. The

temperature in the simulations is 4.2K. In this case the temperature is scaled in every

cycle of breaking and formation of the contact. The indentation process continues until the

minimum cross-section formed has 15 atoms. Then, the whole cycle starts again, breaking

and forming the contact for a total of 20 cycles (see movie1 of supplementary material

on ref. [17]). The second structure studied (B) is shown in Figure 5.7, composed of 2804

gold atoms. In this case the indentation is limited to cross-sections of 25 and 15 atoms

(movie2 and movie3 at supplementary material on our ref. [17]). The temperature here is

kept constant and equal to 4.2K during the whole simulation by scaling the velocities of

all atoms every time step (every femtosecond). The strain rates applied are between 108

and 1010s−1, typical of MD simulations [22]. Note that the ratio of length of the contact

to minimum cross-section is very different in these two structures (5 for structure A and

2 for structure B), therefore exploring a system with a long and narrow constriction and

another of a short and wide nanowire. As we will show in the previous chapter, structure

A reaches a stable configuration formed by two pyramidal tips after repeated indentations.

This configuration is formed after cycle 11 and it remains stable for the following 9 cycles.

In each of these cycles, although the pyramidal shape remains, there are differences in

the atomic configurations right at the contact, as shown in Figure 5.8. These are the
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Figure 5.8: Structures are the point of contact or before breaking from MD simulations.
Representative configurations obtained from MD simulations right before contact or right
before breaking are shown: (a) dimer (b) monomer (c) double contact dimeric transversal
(d) double contact dimeric parallel and (e) double contact monomeric.

configurations we study and describe here in detail. For the case of structure B, because of

the initial shape, the formation of the two pyramidal tips occurs from the very first cycle

and, again, only differences are observed in the very last atomic configuration forming the

contact. We have used electronic transport calculations based on DFT [19, 20] to calculate

the conductance of these structures. For both structures, A and B, we have used a simple

base with 1 orbital per atom.

In Figure 5.8 we show some snapshots of the configurations found just after the contact

between the two tips and just before breaking a nanocontact. Three basic atomic structures

are found: a monomer and a dimer (Figures 5.8a and b), and a double contact (Figures

5.8c-e). For the case of a double contact we have identified different geometries, three of

which are shown in this figure. We introduce, for first time, the concept of a double dimeric

(Figures 5.8c and d) and monomeric (Figure 5.8 e) contact. We define a double dimeric

contact as the one where the contact is between two atoms facing two other atoms, while we

define a doble monomeric contact as a contact where two atoms are contacting each other.

Another interesting point is that for the double dimeric contact we have identified two

possible structures, one where two atoms are perpendicular to the other two (Figure 5.8c),

which we call transversal configuration (D.C. Dimeric T), and one where two atoms are

parallel to the other two (Figure 5.8d), which we call parallel configuration (D.C. Dimeric

P).
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Table 5.2: MD results of the type of first contact or last contact (JC or JOC) in the
structures A and B annealed mechanically. This table contains the probabilities of finding
a dimer, monomer or double contact in the MD simulations for the two structures studied
A and B during the formation or the breaking of the contact and for different indentation
values (15 atoms or 25 atoms in the minimum cross-section).

Percentage of cases of type Monomer, Dimer and D.C.

Phenomena Monomer Dimer Double Contact

JC Structure A 15 iden 20 60 20

JOC Structure A 15 iden 30 60 10

JC Structure B 15 iden 0 0 100

JOC Structure B 15 iden 0 0 100

JC Structure B 25 iden 22 0 78

JOC Structure B 25 iden 22 56 22

Table 5.2 shows the probability of finding a monomer, a dimer, or a double contact (all

possible configurations for D.C) in the MD simulations right before contact and right after

contact, for the 2 initial structures and different indentations. Note the limited statistics

in these results, since only 10 cycles have been computed for the first structure and 9

cycles for the second one. Nevertheless, we can see some interesting results. For the case

of structure A, with a large ratio of length to minimum cross-section, we observe that the

most probable configuration both at JC and at JOC is a dimer. The monomer and the

double contact have similar probabilities. This result is in agreement with reference [23].

The situation for the second structure, B, with a small ratio of length to minimum cross-

section, is significantly different. In this case, when the indentation between the two tips

is limited to 15 atoms in cross-section, the configuration at the contact is the same in all

cycles, a double contact, although we observe the formation of the different double contacts

described in Figure 3c-e. Clearly, very stable pyramidal structures are formed in this case.

The robustness of the tip imposes the repetition of a certain kind of structures. When the

indentation between the two tips increases to a value of 25 atoms in cross-section we should

note that the traces do not repeat between cycles, and therefore, different structures are

formed. In this case, for JC, the double contact is still predominant, while for the JOC

the probabilities have the same trend as in structure A (dimer being the most probable).

In order to correlate the results from molecular dynamics to the experimental measure-

ments it is necessary to calculate the conductance of these atomic structures. Table 5.3

shows the values of conductance obtained from electronic transport calculations based on

DFT for the typical first or last contacts proposed: monomer, dimer and doble contacts.

The table includes the values of conductance obtained with their standard deviation.
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Table 5.3: Electronic conductance calculated by DFT on typical contacts obtained from
MD structures.

Structure and Value of Conductance G0

Metal Dimer Monomer Doble Contact

Au 0.92 ± 0.07 0.97 ± 0.15 1.73 ± 0.02

We can observe that the monomer values of conductance are in the range 1.20 − 0.76G0,

with an average value of 0.97G0. That is because during the process of rupture and

formation the monomer can be localized closer or further away from the rest of the contact.

Another important factor that can change the conductance of a monomer is the total

number of neighboring atoms to the central atom in the contact, which can be different

while remaining a monomer structure. Both factors are responsible for the spread in the

conductance values of a monomer. On the other hand, the deviations in the conductance

values for dimer or double contact structures are significantly smaller, around 0.07G0 and

0.02G0 respectively, the average conductance value being 0.92G0 for a dimer and 1.73G0 for

a double contact. These results indicate that, on average, dimer and monomers have similar

values of conductance while double contacts have significantly larger conductance values.

It seems clear then that the maximum obtained experimentally for JC and JOC, with

conductance values of 1.77G0 and 1.6G0 respectively, (maximum 3 for JC and maximum

2 for JOC in Table 5.1) correspond to the formation of a double contact. The results for

the other maxima obtained experimentally are not so clear since the average conductance

values obtained for a monomer and a dimer in the calculations are very similar. This seems

to indicate that the two first maxima obtained experimentally in the JC must correspond

to configurations in a dimer and in a monomer geometry. According to MD simulations,

the most likely configuration both in JC and JOC is a dimer (except in special cases of

very stable tips), although monomers can also be formed.

Figure 5.9 combines the experimental results described in the first section of this chapter

with the calculations of conductance in order to identify the experimental values of JC and

JOC with structures detected by MD and calculated by DFT. The center column between

the experimental density plots of JC and JOC indicates the average value of conductance

obtained from the simulations for each geometry (double contact, monomer and dimer).

The thickness of the rectangles around each geometry indicates the standard deviation. It

is clear from this plot that the top high frequency events in the density plots corresponds

to a double contact and the bottom high frequency events corresponds to monomer and

dimer configurations. Although, as we mentioned above, it is difficult to distinguish the
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Figure 5.9: JC and JOC density plots together with conductance calculations of different
geometries of the contact.Inside the experimental density plots we have marked the average
conductance values after or before the jump as obtained from DFT electronic transport
calculations with their deviations.
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monomer and dimer using our theoretical model, we can see that the average of conductance

of monomers is above the one of the dimers. If we add to this that we would expect a

higher tunnel conductance (on average) prior to the formation of a monomer we can label

maximum 1 and 2 as dimer and monomer respectively. In summary, experiments of JC-

JOC show that certain structures are more likely to occur than others. This depends

on the metal and on the process of breaking/formation and the type of structure at the

electrodes. Simulations and calculations (MD and DFT) of these experiments show that

three basic atomic structures are formed at the contact: monomers, dimers and double

contacts. We have identified within the double contact structure several different atomic

arrangements that we named double dimeric contact (parallel and perpendicular), and

doble monomeric contact. According to DFT electronic transport calculations, double

contacts have an average value of conductance of 1.73G0, which correlate very well with

one of the peaks observed experimentally both for JC and for JOC. This configuration is

also obtained in JC and JOC from the MD simulations and, for some very stable tips, is the

dominant configuration. Monomers and dimers, however, are difficult to distinguish from

the simulations since their average conductance values are very similar (0.97G0 and 0.92G0

respectively). In the case of JOC these two peaks can not be resolved. Interestingly, the

conductance values are somehow lower than in the case of JC, which could indicate the

most likely formation of stretched contacts.

5.4 Jump to contact or jump out the contact phenomena in

other materials

We consider that in the mechanism of formation between two atomic metallic electrodes is

determined by two properties intrinsics, the elasticity of the structure and the interatomic

binding potential. The elasticity is determined by the material properties and the geometry

of the electrodes, the interatomic binding depend alone of the material of the electrodes.

Here we want to study the first point of contact or last point of contact in different ma-

terials. In the first section of this chapter we have detailed the procedure to build a color

density plot. To study through experiment the first atomic or last atomic geometry we

use this density plot. Dark colours offers the most repeated values and light colours show

the minis probably to occur. Some materials have shown that this jump occurs, but on

the other hand there are someone that does not show it. This jump in the registered in

conductance correspond on our model mechanical model the case when kel < kbind or also

kel < kbind.
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Other interesting point in this manuscript is that we present simultaneously the density

plot of ”jump to contact” and ”jump out the contact”. We consider interesting because

in the literature both phenomena never appear simultaneously, usually all the researches

have presented alone the density plot of the ”jump to contact”.

Figure 5.10 show a example of a colour density plot to study the most probable values

of Ga and Gb when we are study Cu atomic sized contacts at low temperatures.

Figure 5.10: Density plot of Jump to Contact and jump out of Contact in Cu at 4 K

In order to show that the colour density plots are different depending on the studied

material, we show in figure 5.11 the density plot in the case of atomic-sized contacts in

Silver at low temperature. Definitly we can tell that the density plot of every material is

a ’finger-print’.

A previous work developed by M. R. Calvo in reference [11] shows some values of jumps,

the probality to occur this jump depending on the material. The work develped by M.R.

Calvo shows alone in the case of ”jump to contact” phenomena. In order to compare with
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Figure 5.11: Density plot of Jump to Contact and jump out of Contact in Ag at 4 K

our experiments we show the table 5.4 that was created by this author.

In order to summarize our experiments and analysis, we present in table 5.5, the value

of the jump, their probability to occur for different materials.

5.5 MD Simulations and DFT calculations in other materi-

als

Using molecular dynamics simulations with EAM Potentials for gold in atomic size contacts

we have computed around 100 different traces of formation of the contact. And we have

analysed how many atoms there are in the minimum cross section during the process of

rupture (Gb). The value of Ga is always in our simulations Ga=0. For this reason we can

not create a density plot of Gb vs Ga like in the experiments. We present in figure 5.12 a
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Table 5.4: Experimental results of Jump to Contact in metals atomic size contacts at
4.2K.[11]

Metal Gc(G0) Probability of JC (%) maxima (Ga, Gb)(G0)

Au 1.0 100 (0.01, 0.87); (0.05, 0.94); (0.09, 1.6)

Ag 1.0 100 (0.10, 1.00); (0.20, 1.60)

Cu 1.0 100 (0.12, 1.00); (0.15, 1.60); (0.15, 2.50)

Pt 1.5 100 (0.13, 1.40); (0.19, 2.00); (0.35, 3.10)

Pd 1.8 100 (0.12, 1.6)

Ir 2.0 79 (1.1, 2.4)

Ni 1.3 75 (0.20, 1.2)

Co 1.2 70-80 (0.25, 1.2)

W 1.0 0 −

Table 5.5: Experimental results of Jump to Contact measured in this manuscript in metals
and semitals atomic-sized contacts at 4.2K.

Metal Gc(G0) Probability of JC (%) maxima (Ga, Gb)(G0)

Au 1.0 100 (0.01, 0.87); (0.05, 0.94); (0.09, 1.6)

Ag 1.0 100 (0.07, 0.98); (0.35, 1.60)

Cu 1.0 100 (0.11, 1.00);

Bi 0.25 50 (0.05, 0.25)

Sn 1.2 100 (0.01, 1.2)
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Figure 5.12: Histogram of the number of atoms at the first contact using MD simulations
based in EAM potential

histogram of simulated atoms that appear in the first atomic contact.

We observe in figure 5.12 that the most probable contact is compossed by [0.5, 0.7]

atoms in the minima cross section. That is normal because we are counting volumes

at the minimum cross-section, when appear this case we have to understand that in the

minima volume appear a quarter of atom of the left lead and approximately a quarter of

atom of the right lead. In summary, that compound a monoatomic contact. However, we

observe that also appear values with more than one atom in the minimum-cross section,

that correspond at the case of double atomic contact or monomer case, depending on the

distance of neighbours of the central atom.

Also and in order to compare this model based in interatomic pair potential we have

used some simulations based also in interatomic pair potentials (Lennard-Jones potentials).

In our simulations of the L-J potential, we have used continous cycles of rupture and

formation of the inital structure A of 5.7 that is compossed by 525 atoms.

Here, we have studied the minimum atoms in the cross-section versus the displacement

between electrodes. To create a continuos simulated cycle of rupture and formation we have

broken the atomic size contact until failure and approached the nanowire until contact. The

tension/compression have been applied perpendicular to the [100] surface. The materials

that we have simulated are Au, Ag and Pb and whose L-J parameters are those in the Ref

[13]. To try to understand the formation of atomic-sized contact, we use a home made

software to identify if the first contact or the last contact during the process of formation or

rupture is a Monomer, Dimer or Double Contact. We use Molecular Dynamics simulations
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Table 5.6: Monomer, Dimer and Double contact in different metals considering on the
simulations the rupture process.

Metal Monomer Dimer Doble Contact

Au 8 15 2
Ag 9 14 2
Pb 8 16 1

Table 5.7: Monomer, Dimer and Double contact in different metals considering on the
simulations the formation process.

Metal Monomer Dimer Doble Contact

Au 17 8 0
Ag 16 8 1
Pb 19 6 0

in different types of wires. Figure 5.8 shows the typical configurations of Dimer, Monomer

and Double Contact.

Using Lenard-Jones potential and analazing the process of Jump to Contact, we have

obtained these result in 25 simulations for metal. Table 5.6 shows the number of events

that appear the configuration of Dimer, Monomer and Double contact. In this case we can

observe that the most probably configuration in the ruputre is the dimer.

On the other hand and analysing the simulated process of formation of atomic size

contacts in the same metals we have obtained the table 5.7. In summary the most probably

configuration in 3 materials is the Monomer configuration.

But in other to compare Molecular Dynamics simulations with the experiments we have

used Ab-Initio calculations. The program to obtain this the value of the conductance for

the most probable configuration is Alacant Ref. [20]. In these calculations we have used a

basis with 11 electrons for the case of gold and silver. The figure 5.13 shows the values of

calculated conductance for every typical structure and for the different metals. The case of

monomer is the most complicated to explain, depending on the distance of the neighbors

atoms at the central atom the value of conductance changes. In our calculations we have

used the central atom is located, in 0.75 times of the lattice parameter. Approaching more

these leads we observe that the conductance increases.
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Figure 5.13: Calculus of conductance in Monomer, Dimer and Double Contact Dimeric

5.6 Relationship between electronic transport in atomic-sized

contacts and macroscopic properties

In this section we want to explain electronic transport properties in atomic contacts vs

macroscopic properties. The measurements of the phenomena of Jump to Contact have

been taken at 4 K, and the macroscopic properties like a elastic Young Modulus and values

of Energy cohesion were taken at 300 K. The first relationship that we want present is the

relationship with the Young Modulus vs the natural logarithm of Ga. We have taken the

natural logarithm of the last point of the tunnelling current because it is proportional to

the distance between electrodes before the jump in conductance.

In figure 5.14 we observe that the dependence of Elastic Young Modulus versus the last

value of conductance in tunnelling can be fitted to an exponential curve. In fact we can

determine that when the last value of the tunnelling current is low the Young Modulus

value is also low and viceversa, i.e, materials with apparently low elasticity, the last value

of the tunnelling current was also low.

That fact opens the question of how much easier is the probability that the phenomena

of jump to contact occurs vs this elastic property. To obtain information we present the

plot 5.15.

We observed an expected result,i.e, bulk materials with high values of the Young Mod-

ulus have a high probability for the jump to contact will occur. In other words, there is

a relationship between jump to contact and bulk elasticity. The case of Pt is especial,

because it break this rule.

The Elastic Modulus depends strongly on the energy of cohesion of the material. But

what is the relation between the probability of jump to contact to occur and the energy of
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Figure 5.14: Elastic Young Modulus vs absolute value of ln(Ga), where Ga is 2e2/h.

cohesion?. The solution to this open question is solved in figure 5.16.

We observe that for values below 4eV the probability of the jump is 100%. For values

in the interval of energy of cohesion [4, 7]eV , the probability that the jump will occur is

around 80%. And for values upper 7eV the probability decays. To solve the question what

is the relation between these two macroscopic properties, Elastic behaviour and energy

cohesion, is detailed in the plot 5.17.

The relationship between these properties is clear. When the energy of cohesion is

higher, the elastic Modulus is also high. Furthermore, we can observe that the case of

Pt is, once again, time special, because for its energy of cohesion it should have a Elastic

young Modulus close to 300 GPa.

5.7 Conclusions

Experimental measurements show different behaviour of the systems during jump-to-contact

and jump-out-of-contact. MD simulations show the same pattern as the experimental re-

sults. Depending on the metal, and potential used, the we have different results in partic-

ular in the case to identify monomer and dimer.

The combination of experiments, MD simulations and electronic transport calculations

improve our understanding about the first and last atomic-sized contact.

Moreover, we can find a relationship between the phenomena of jump to contact and
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Figure 5.15: Probability to occur the phenomena jump to contact vs Elastic Young Mod-
ulus.

bulk macroscopic properties of the materials.
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Figure 5.16: Probability to occur the phenomena jump to contact vs cohesion energy.

Figure 5.17: Two Macroscopic properties. Elastic Young Modulus vs cohesion energy.
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Chapter 6

Formation of single and double

stranded atomic chains

In this chapter, we will focus on a one very special feature observed during the breaking

process of nanocontacts for some metals: the formation of atomic chains. We are going to

study the probability of forming long chains by the control of the indentation prior to the

process of rupture.

In the last part of this chapter, we present other possible mechanism of the formation

of single atomic chains through double atomic chains. We have used experiments and

atomistic simulations to shed light in field of the atomic chain formation.

6.1 Dependence of the length of an atomic chain with the

indentation depth

In chapter 4 of this work, we described the process of mechanical annealing and its ap-

plications. Here we describe how mechanical annealing can also be used as a procedure

to obtain chains in gold, as well as stable contacts. If we do several indentations under

5 or 6 G0 the probability to produce chains is low. However, if the indentation is higher

than 5G0 we have a higher probability to produce long chains. In figures 4.1 shows the

first evidence that when we limit the conductance to a maximum value of 5G0 some long

plateaus appear at 1G0.

In our experiments we have observed that using different values of indentation we can

produce chains of different lengths. For this reason we used our home-made software

to automatically produce different indentations. To analysis the data and to obtain the
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percentage of production of long chains, we have used the methodology described by A.

Yanson et al [1] who analysis the length of atomic gold chains through histograms of lenght.

The next table shows the percentage of cases for different atomic chains depending on

the indentation, using indentation values from 20G0 down to 1.5G0. To obtain a complete

statistical study we show results for both rupture and formation of the nanocontact. To

the best of our knowledge, this is is the first time such a statistical approach is used to

control indentation. Table 6.1 show the probability in percentage of obtain long chains

composed by several atoms depending on the control of indentation in the case of rupture

traces.

Estadistic in rupture

Length of Chain 20 G 15G 7.5G 5G 3.5G 1.5G

[0 , 1 ]atom 23.21 25.96 22.48 16.48 18.79 19.76

[1 , 2 ]atoms 52.19 54.93 51.6 56.64 56.28 76.75

[2 , 3 ]atoms 20.82 16.88 22.48 24.83 22.39 3.6

[3 , 4 ]atoms 3.5 2.08 3.2 1.97 2.48 0.18

[4 , 5 ]atoms 0.27 0.15 0.22 0.07 0.05 0

[5 , 6 ]atoms 0.02 0 0.01 0 0.01 0

Table 6.1 show the same type of study but in this case we are going to analyse the

traces of formation.

Estadistic in formation

Length of Chain 20 G 15G 7.5G 5G 3.5G 1.5G

[0 , 1 ]atom 62.74 55.36 62.10 59.48 58.62 41.40

[1 , 2 ]atoms 31.29 37.23 31.05 35.24 35.76 57.94

[2 , 3 ]atoms 5.1 6.88 6.51 5.24 5.24 0.68

[3 , 4 ]atoms 0.19 0.36 0.32 0.05 0.38 0.01

[4 , 5 ]atoms 0.01 0 0.02 0 0 0

[5 , 6 ]atoms 0 0 0 0 0.0 0

In order to summarize our results, we present Figure 6.1 which show in a diagram the

probability to obtain the long chains in the movement of STM rupture and formation

whithout any control of the maximum indentation.

The results show that in formation it is more probable to obtain dimer-monomer con-

figurations than any other. A few times chains appear. The probability to obtain chains

decreases one order of magnitude in rupture. To produce a chain with 3 atoms it is so

difficult, it almost never happens.
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Figure 6.1: Diagram showing the probability to find chains in the process of rupture and
formation

6.2 Mechanism of production of monoatomic chains through

double atomic size contacts in gold

Krans et. al [1] were the first one showing that gold at low temperature (4.2 K) had

the capability to produce long plateus close to 1G0, that is, formed atomic chains. This

relation between long plateus and the formation of the atomic chains was demonstrated

by A. Yanson et al. [1] when H. Ohnishi [2], using high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) ob-

tained a image of the atomic chains in gold. Later, R.H. Smit [3] identified long chains in

other materials at low temperature. This characteristic behaviour is observed in platinum,

iridium and gold. Also and analysing the images of cite [2], we can observe a structure

that could correspond at double atomic chain. To show that this fact can be real we are

going to demonstrate through electronic transport experiments, MD simulations and DFT

calculations.

Uzi Ladman was the first one [4] who, using molecular dynamics simulations, try to

explain how some times double contacts form single atomic chains. As we have described

in the chapter 5 and in our Ref. [7], we have identified different types of double contacts

using experiments, molecular dynamics and Ab-Initio Calculations. Despite advances in

the field of nanocontacts, during years the formation of atomic size chains in gold in the

process of stretching an atomic size contact remained a mystery. To shed light in the

production of single chains we propose another mechanism.

In this work, we have presented, using both experiments and simulations, a comprehen-

sive study of the formation and ruputure process of a gold tip through repeated indentations

[6]. Electronic and atomic structure simulations provide an explanation for this process.
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It is well known that long plateaus in 1G0 in gold corresponds to monoatomic chains. But

sometimes long plateaus appear around 2G0. Earlier, we have identified some structures

like dimeric or monomeric double contacts [7]. Here, we we will use these observations to

identify chains formed by 2 atoms.

To produce atomic size contacts we have used a low temperature STM under cryogenic

vacuum. We use two different metals to prepare the samples where tip and surface are

Au-Au or Ag-Ag (the two electrodes). Both metals have a purity above 99.995%.

The electronic transport in both metals was measured as a function of the displacement

of the electrodes, using a constant bias voltage of 100mV. In this way, conductance versus

electrode displacement is constructed during the formation and rupture of the contact,

reflecting its structural evolution. We have done a systematic study in Ag and Au at 4.2

K, recording thousands of these traces of conductance.

We have compared gold and silver by the simple reason that gold forms atomic chains

and while silver does not. Comparing the electronic transport in both materials we can

obtain extra information about the mechanism responsible for the formation of atomic

chains.

Figure 6.2 and 6.3 are density plots of traces of conductance in the movement of for-

mation and rupture of the atomic size contacts. This type of graphics were explained in

chapter 2. Dark colours correspond to the most probable values obtained in the exper-

iments. Further, on the right hand side of the density plots we have added the typical

histogram of conductance obtained. This type plot with the histograms helps us to under-

stand how long is the plateau close to 2G0 and where are located.

Figure 6.2 shows the density plot of silver traces of conductance in the movement of

formation and rupture.Firstly, we can see in the figure of rupture traces that for the value

of conductance close to 1G0 the most typically length of the plateau correspond to [0, 5.0]Å

and in same case the length of the plateau can arrive to 7.5Å. Also, in the case of formation

of the nanocontact (left side of the figure), the most typical distance for 1G0 conductance

is in the range of [0.2.5]Å, and less frequently between [2.5, 5.0]Å. In both cases, rupture

and formation, we can observe that silver presents a high tunnelling current. If we focus

on the 2G0 plateaus, we conclude that the typical distance in formation is 2.5Å. However,

in the case of rupture, we can find plateaus around 2G0 with distances in the range of

[0, 5.0]Å.

Figure 6.3 is the same study of figure 6.2 but the material studied is gold. We have

observed that the most probably length of the plateau located in 1G0are in the range

[0, 7.5]Å in most cases. And several times we have observed that we can obtain plateaus
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Figure 6.2: Density plot of superposition of traces of conductance of silver at 4.2 K

which length is close to 15.0Å. Also in the case of formation of the nanocontact, the most

typical distance for 1G0 conductance is in the range of [0.5.0]Å and sometimes, distances

between [5.0, 10.0]Å are also observed. If we focus around the 2G0 plateaus, we can see

that the typical distance in formation is 2.5Å. But in the case of traces of rupture we can

find plateaus around 2G0 with distances in the range between [0, 5.0]Å.

Comparing the result of figures 6.3 and 6.2 we can conclude that the silver doesn’t form

long plateaus of conductance close to 1G0 and 2G0. On the other hand gold atomic size

contacts show long plateaus of conductance in the traces of rupture close 1G0 and 2G0.

To understand more about this mechanism we have analysed the relationship that

exists in gold when we compare the length of the second chain with the length of the

monoatomic chain. We have obtained a couple of values one correspond to the length of

the plateau close to 1G0 and second value correspond to the length of the plateau close

to 2G0. Analysing in the order of hundreds of this traces of rupture and representing the

length of plateaus of 2G0 vs the length of the plateaus in 1G0 we can built a density plot.

Representing in the Y-axis the value of the length of the plateau located in 2G0 versus the

length of the plateau located in 1G0 as show figure 6.4.

In this density plot we have observed that exist a relationship between the lenght of
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Figure 6.3: Density plot of superposition of traces of conductance of Gold at 4.2 K

the plateus located in 1G0 and 2G0. Figure 6.4 shows that length of the plateaus 2G0 can

be arrive to 5.0Å and form plateaus in 1G0 which length close to 7.5Å.

We can built the same type of density plot if we analyse the traces of formation as

figure 6.5 shows. But the result is different that the case of formation. Figure 6.5 shows

a slope in the relation between the length of the plateaus of 1G0 and 2G0. This slope tell

us that every atom of the first contact contributed directly in the length of the second

plateau. We have obtained that usually the most probably length in the 1G0 plateau are

in the range of [0,0.5] nm and the most probably length of the second plateaus are in the

same range.

In order to understand this experimental result we made use of MD simulations based

in EAM potential [8], we have emulated the mechanism of formation of the double chains.

Finally, DFT calculations provide the conductance value obtained in these type of double

structures.We use a base of with 1 electron per atom [9, 10] in this particular case.

We have observed in our molecular dynamics simulations of rupture and formation of

nanocontacts the presence of double chains, as shown in figure 6.6. And furthermore we

have calculated via DFT the value of the conductance for this snapshot.

However, we have then used DFT calculations in a perfect structure of gold designed

in order to obtain the conductance of these chains.

For example, for the case of the structure shown in figure 6.6(a double chain), the value
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Figure 6.4: Density plot of length of double chain vs simple chain in rupture traces

of the conductance is close to 1.74 G0 and in the 6.7 the value of the conductance is 1.89G0.

Experimental results have demonstrated that there is a relationship between the length

of the double atomic chain and the simple chain. MD dynamics have demonstrated double

chains can be formed and appear several times in the calculations. DFT calculations also

show that the value of conductance of double chain corresponds to value obtained in the

experiments (2G0).

6.3 Conclusions

In summary, through MD simulations, DFT calculations and experiments of electronic

transport based on the phenomena of Jump to contact and Mechanical Annealing we have

improved our understanding about the geometry of the atomic sized contacts in the first or

last contact. Furthermore we have obtained that in gold the length of the chain depends

on the maximum indentation used during the experiments. Also we have show evidence

of the existance of diatomic long chains. We found experimental traces of conductance

with long plateaus close to 2G0, and that there is a relationship between the formation of

these double chains and single chains. On the other hand we have obtained the possible

structure of these chains using MD simulations and their conductance value as obtained

by DFT simulations corresponds to that measured experimentally.
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Figure 6.5: Density plot of length of double chain vs simple chain in formation traces

Many technological applications and fundamental studies would benefit from the un-

derstanding of the mechanism responsible for the formation of monoatomic chains in gold.
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Figure 6.6: Differents structures used

Figure 6.7: other structure and base
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Chapter 7

Seeking Topological Insulators in

Bismuth Nanocontacts using STM

at room conditions

The non-trivial band structure of bidimensional topological insulators (2D TIs), also known

as quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators, is expected to manifest itself through a robust uni-

versal quantum of conductance of G0 = 2e2/h, which is supported by helical edge states.

We report here conductance measurements of bismuth nanocontacts created by repeated

indentation with a scanning tunneling microscope at temperatures of 4, 77 and 300 K. First

we note, in contrast to well-established results in common metals, the existence of several

conductance plateaus below G0 at low temperatures. Second, and most importantly, we

observe stable, nanometer long conductance plateaus at G0 at high temperatures. Both

observations can be accounted for by the mechanical exfoliation of a Bi(111) bilayer in

the retracing process following a tip-surface contact. These results are extraordinary on

two accounts, namely, they provide the first experimental evidence of the formation of

this predicted QSH insulator two-dimensional crystal, and the observation of the the QHS

phase at room temperature. Furthermore, we report here the methodology used in the

characterization of the bismuth sample. We have used different techniques: transmission

electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive spec-

trometry (EDS) and STM. The last one (STM) was used to obtain the topography of the

surface and the electronic transport in a nanocontact.
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Figure 7.1: Histogram of conductance of Bismuth Left: by Jose Rodrigo et al. [1] using
experiments at 77 K. Right: Costa-Krämer et al [2] using experiments at 77 K

7.1 Topological Insulators behaviour through electronic trans-

port

Consulting the bibliography in atomic-sized contatacts in semimemetasla appear some

curiosities in the case of Bismuth. The first curiosity that we find int he bibliography, was

detalied by Costa-Krämer et al. They observed that appear long plateau of conductance

close to 1G0, when the measured the conductance between two Bismuth electrodes of

one STM at 4 K [2]. This experiment never show the distance of plateus because the

authors measured the length of plateus using unit of time, dispite of these the author

have a technique to calibrate time and length of plateau and assume that the length of

the plateaus was in the range [20, 100] nm. J. G. Rodrigo et al. he demonstrate using

the same type of experiment but at 77 K, and measuring the real displacement between

elctrodes determine that in Bismuth nanocontacts show long plateau of conductance close

to 1G0. The distance of this plateaus would arrive to one or two hundreds of nanometres

[1].

Both authors present a histogram of this material as shows figure 7.1.
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.

In order to contribute to shed light in this research we have tested this material at

different temperatures and obtain relevant results.

But the most impactant of these two authors is that the histogram of conductance

is different. Is normal that histograms at 77 and 4 present some characteristic as show

other metals, but is impactant that the histograms of two different temperatures is so

different. That sugest that long traces correspond a big structre, furthermore the Bismuth

is a element with big Spin-orbit coupling, that ingredientes suggest that this big structure

correspond a Topological insulator.

Topological insulator

Topological insulators present a gap in the bulk, but host surface states protected against

backscattering by time reversal symmetry [3]. This implies that they are inmmune to

non-magnetic disorder-induced localization, i.e., they are able to carry electrical current

on the surface regardless of imperfections. 2D TIs [4], actually predicted before their three-

dimensional (3D) counterparts [5], are expected to exhibit the so-called quantum spin Hall

(QSH) phase, a spin filtered version of the integer quantum Hall effect [6]. While the most

exotic experimental manifestation of this phase is through a nearly universal spin Hall

conductivity of e/2, a truely universal charge transport is expected to manifest, e.g., as

a two-terminal conductance G0 = 2e2/h. To date, two types of 2D systems have been

predicted to be QSH insulators: two-dimensional crystals such as graphene [4] or Bi(111)

bilayers [7] and semiconductor heterojunctions such as CdTe/HgTe [8] or, more recently,

InAs/GaSb quantum wells [9]. Transport measurements in CdTe/HgTe [8] and InAs/GaSb

[10] quantum wells have revealed the presence of protected edge states and provided the

first experimental evidence of the QSH phase to date. The difficulty in growing such

heterostructures and their low working temperatures might, arguably, favour the much

simpler 2D crystals over the latter in future technological applications. The QSH state

in these crystals, on the other hand, has not been experimentally confirmed to date. The

fact that spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in graphene is so weak precludes the observation of

the QSH phase in this material. Bismuth, on the contrary, presents a naturally large SOC,

its mechanical and electronic properties are well characterized for bulk and surface [11],

in nanowire form [12], and, recently, the existence of edge states in Bi(111) bilayers has

been reported [13]. Other proposals stay, at this moment, at a more especulative level

[14]. Cleavage techniques are becoming common in the quest for 2D crystals [15]. With

a few exceptions [14],they remain largely unexplored in the field of topological insulators
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(TIs). We report here, using scanning tunneling microscope (STM) based mechanical

and electrical characterization techniques, the first evidence of the QSH phase in a two-

dimensional crystal such as an exfoliated Bi(111) bilayer. The procedure follows closely

that of creation of atomic size metallic contacts [15], namely,repeated indentations of a

tip against a surface. The experiments where done at room temperature (and ambient

conditions) and at low temperatures (4K) in cryogenic vacuum using two Bi samples of

different origin [16] . Although preliminary tests show that similar results can be obtained

using standard STM tips made of metals (Au or Pt), we discuss here only the case of a Bi

tip and a Bi surface. Related experiments have been reported in the past [17, 18], lacking

a convincing interpretation of the results, but have, in part, motivated our work.

7.2 Models of the Quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators in

Bi(111). A self-consistent tight-binding methodology

The conventional unit cell of bulk Bi, shown in Fig. 7.1, consist of two base atoms. The

electronic structure has been studied with both ab initio methods [3] and tight-binding

models [10]. It has been shown that, despite of its simplicity, the tight-binding model

describes to a good extent the electronic structure in bulk and, arguably, that of (111) bi-

layers [11]. Fortunately, as explained below, the tight-binding model can be easily improved

to match the ab initio results. Furthermore, it is computationally much more economic,

particularly since we are interested in systems that break translational symmetry and we

need to work with large cells.

Bi belongs to the group V of elements. In these type of solids it is sufficient to consider s

and p valence orbitals. Thus our basis set has eight orthogonal orbitals per atom, including

the spin degree of freedom. The Slater-Koster parameters between these atoms and the

strength of the SOC are those of Ref. [10]. For bulk Bi one needs to include interactions

up to third neighbors for a proper description of the band structure. In the case of a single

bilayer (see Fig. 7.1a), we only have to consider first and second neighbors. In this case,

the second nearest neighbor of a bilayer actually corresponds to third neighbors in bulk

Bi. The intra-atomic SOC ~L · ~S written in the basis of p atomic orbitals has the following
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form:

|px, ↑〉 |py, ↑〉 |pz, ↑〉 |px, ↓〉 |py, ↓〉 |pz, ↓〉
|px, ↑〉 0 −iλ/2 0 0 0 λ/2

|py, ↑〉 iλ/2 0 0 0 0 −iλ/2
|pz, ↑〉 0 0 0 −λ/2 iλ/2 0

|px, ↓〉 0 0 −λ/2 0 iλ/2 0

|py, ↓〉 0 0 −iλ/2 −iλ/2 0 0

|pz, ↓〉 λ/2 iλ/2 0 0 0 0

(7.1)

In order to avoid unphysical ”self-doping” or charge accumulation effects near the edges,

we also include the following term

Hhart = U
∑
i

(zi − qi), (7.2)

U is introduce as a penalty for charge unbalance. zi is the atomic number of the

atom i, qi is the local charge of the atom i, which we obtain from the eigenstates of the

Hamiltonian:

qi =
1

N

∑
o

occ∑
n,~k

|〈o, i|n,~k〉|2. (7.3)

In this expression N is the number of unit cells of the system and n and ~k label the

eigenstates. The electronic structure is now solved self-consistenly. By imposing the con-

dition of local charge neutrality that is not present in standard tight-binding methodology

the appropriate electronic structure of ribbons is recovered.

Electronic structure of a Bi(111) bilayer and the QSH phase

We compute the electronic structure with the tight-binding methodology explained in the

previous section. First, we compute the band structure of an infinite Bi bilayer with and

without SOC. In Fig. 7.1c we see how, when we include the SOC, the band structure

changes leading to the formation of an inverted gap of the order of 300 meV. Next, we

introduce edges in order to study the conductive properties of the QSH phase. To this end,

we study ribbons with two different terminations: zigzag (ZZ) and armchair (AC) with a

width of the order of 9 nm. The band structure obtained from the orthodox tight-binding

model is shown in Fig. 7.2. In both ribbons there appears the characteristic states in the

gap, connecting the valence and conduction bands. However, our calculation reveals that
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Figure 7.2: a Top view of a Bi (111) bilayer. The lattice vector and the unit cell are shown.
b Conventional unit cell of Bi and first Brillouin zone. c Band structure of the bilayer with
(blue) and without (black) spin-orbit interaction.

Figure 7.3: Left: Bi(111) zigzag ribbon band structure without spin-orbit coupling. Right:
The same for an armchair edge termination.

the Fermi level, EF , is not in the middle of the gap, touching bulk valence bands. This

result is an artifact of the model which can be fixed if we consider local interactions in

order to maintain charge neutrality. Fig. 3b shows the band structure for the same ribbons

after the self-consistent procedure. There, the Fermi level lies in the middle of the gap,

cutting three times the edge bands. This is independent of the edge orientation.

The bands that extend across the Brillouin zone in the gap correspond to the spin-

filtered or helical edge states characteristic of the QSH phase. We illustrate the edge-state

nature of these bands in Fig. 11. We show two-fold degenerate wave functions associated

with the zigzag (left panel) and armchair (right panel) terminations. In the former case

we have selected the lowest-energy bands while in the latter we have selected the second

lowest-energy ones for representation. In the y axis we represent the position of the atom
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Figure 7.4: Helical state wave function and associated spin polarization in a zigzag (left)
and armchair (right) Bi(111) bilayer ribbon. The coloured areas denote the weight of the
wave function and blue and red denote opposite spin polarizations.

across the ribbon, where 0 is the middle of the ribbon. In the x axis we show the momentum

k. The size of the points in the colored area reveals the weight of the wave function at that

point of the ribbon. We note that in both cases the wave functions are well localized at the

edges, each belonging to a different edge. We also illustrate the spin-filtered character and

the time-reversal symmetry, computing the spin polarization for these wave functions for

one arbitrary k′ point and its Kramer’s partner in the Brillouin zone. We observe that each

wave function has different spin-orientation which is just the opposite from each other.

The topological character of the QSH phase is manifest in the robustness of the spin-

filtered edge states. In the presence of non-magnetic disorder it is expected that the three

channels in the middle of the gap behave like a single robust quantum channel, with an

associated quantization of G0 = 2e2/h. This expectation relies on the absence of backscat-

tering between edges and on a localization length along the edge that is longer than the

length of the edge itself. We test the robustness calculating the two terminal conductance

of ribbons in presence of disorder. We have considered two different types of disorder: con-

strictions and Anderson disorder. To compute the two terminal conductance we use the

Landauer formalism, based on non-equilibrium Green functions and the partitioning tech-

nique. We show in Fig. 7.5 the partitioning scheme used in the transport calculations. The

effect of a constriction is discussed in the manuscript.. Here we mention the effect of the

Anderson disorder. The Anderson disorder consists of a local random potential that shifts

the onsite energies of the atoms by an amount, ε ∈ [−W/2,W/2], where W parametrizes

the strength of the disorder. In Fig. 7.8 we show the effect on the conductance of this

perturbation as a function of the parameter W in a ribbon of width 5nm, and a disordered
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Figure 7.5: Disposition of the elements for the calculation of the two terminal conductance
in the Landauer formalism.

region of length 5nm . At zero disorder, all the channels contribute to the conductance,

but the disorder rapidly reduces the three channels to only one which remains robust even

for high values of disorder. This supports our hypothesis that disordered flakes should

exhibit an universal conductance value of G0.

Study of the stability of the topological phase under strain

In the process of breaking a nanocontact the material is subjected to deformation forces

that modify the crystal structure. These distortions could change the topological nature

of a bilayer of Bi(111). We test the robustness of the QSH phase in a bilayer under lattice

strain. We simulate the effects of the distortion forces by stretching and contracting the

honeycomb lattice up to 20% along all the directions in the plane.

We distinguish the two topological phases by the number of bands at the Fermi level of a

zigzag ribbon. An even number of bands reveals a character of trivial insulator with Z2 = 0

and an odd number of bands show a non trivial insulator with Z2 = 1. To compute the

band structure we use the tight-binding method mentioned above. In order to include the

lattice variations we consider that the Slater-Koster parameters vary inversely proportional

to the square of distance between atoms [? ]. We illustrate the two different phases in Fig.

7.6 where we plot the band structure in four different situations of strain. The panels (a)

and (c) show a non-trivial topological phase even in the presence of lattice distortions. In

contrast, in the two panels below, (b) and (d), the lattice deformations have been able to

change the topological phase.

In Fig. 7.7 we show the phase diagram as a function of the lattice deformations in the x
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Figure 7.6: Band structure of a Bi(111) bilayer ZZ nanoribbon obtained without including
electron-electron interactions. Right: The same for an AC edge termination.

direction (the direction across the ribbon) and y direction (the direction along the ribbon).

We show in yellow the non-trivial phase and in blue the trivial one. It reveals that the QSH

phase is robust against stretching lattice distortions. In contrast, a relatively large lattice

contraction induces a change of phase into a trivial insulator. Also notice that stretching

in the x direction and contracting in the y direction induces a change of phase, while the

opposite situation leaves the system unaltered. These is due to the crystal symmetry.

The evolution of the band structure as a function of the lattice parameter of bismuth

(where the deformation in both directions is the same) shows that the energy gap increases

with the lattice stretching. This is clear when comparing Fig.7.6 (panels b and c) and the

band structure of the ribbons shown in this chapter. Therefore, the systems become more

robust against backscattering when the lattice parameter is increased, .i.e., in stretched

bilayers.

Study of the robustness of the topologically protected conducting channel

in the presence of a magnetic field

The robustness of the characteristic spin-filtered edge states in the QSH phase is due to

time reversal symmetry. These states are related by Krammers theorem, being orthonormal

to each other. Thus, the presence of a non-magnetic disorder can not connect both states

on the same edge. In the presence of interactions that break time reversal symmetry the

localization of these edge states along the same edges becomes possible. The influence of
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Figure 7.7: The phase diagram on the topological phases in a bilayer of Bi(111). Yellow
represents the no trivial state and blue the trivial insulator state.

these interactions over the QSH phase has been studied in general by Sheng et al.[15]. For

the particular case of Bi(111) it has been studied by Hongbin Zhang et al. [? ]. They

investigated the evolution of the topological phases as a function of an external exchange

field. However, it still remains an open question to see how breaking the time reversal

symmetry affects electronic transport in this system. We address this question studying the

evolution of the two terminal conductance in the presence of a homogeneous perpendicular

magnetic field. In order to make sure that the conducting channel is the topologically

protected one we introduce Anderson disorder (W/Vppπ = 2.2). This disorder localizes two

of the three channels, as we have seen in the previous section, and the conductance should

be 1G0 at zero magnetic field.

The interaction of the magnetic field has mainly two effects on the electrons, first, it

modifies the spin polarizations by a Zeeman term ~S · ~B and also, an orbital part, due to

the Peierls subtitution, whose effects can be neglected here due to the size of the ribbon.

We have studied the band structure of the ribbons with this interaction and its evolution

with magnetic field. We have obtained similar results to the ones shown in [[? ]], that we

do not report here.
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Figure 7.8: Evolution of the two terminal conductance at the Fermi level as a function of
the Anderson disorder parameter.

7.3 Characterization of Bismuth, looking for Bi(111)

Here we detail some of the thecniques and experiments that we have used to characterize

the Bismuth.

Optical characterization

The bismuthinite (Bi2S3) is the principal ore of Bi. It is important to notice that in order

to obtain pure Bi this mineral needs to be processed. During the preparation one needs to

cool down the melting metal. Depending on the size of the sample and the temperature

of melting, the microscopic crystallographic properties of Bi can differ among different

providers. The most typical forms of pure Bi are pellets (see Fig. 7.10 ) or bars (see Fig.

?? ). We have used these two types. The rod was a Goodfellow product with diameter 10

mm, length: 100 mm, and high purity: 99.999%. (Ag: 3 ppm; Cu: 1 ppm; Pb: 3 ppm).

The pellets were also high purity and essentially free of contaminants.

Panels in Figs. 1 and 2 show enlarged images of the crystallographic structure of a

trasversal cut of a Bi bar and a Bi pellet, respectively. At first sight, the polycrystalline

nature is rather similar, clearly showing a laminar structure. It is remarkable the large

area of some of the flat surfaces, which we associate with the (111) direction, as described

above.
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Figure 7.9: Optical image of a transversal cut of a Bi bar of diameter ≈ 1 cm (upper
panel). Enlarged optical image of a selected area of ≈ 1 mm where layers and flat surfaces
can be clearly identified (bottom panel).

labelsamplesbar

Figure 7.10: Optical image of a transversal cut of a Bi pellet of diameter ≈ 3 mm. Right
panel. SEM image of bismuth pellet
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Figure 7.11: TEM images for a Bi sample obtained from a rod.

Characterization by transmission electron microscope

The original Bi samples were characterized at the nanoscopic level by using a Transmission

Electron Microscope (model Jeol-TEM2012). Fig. 3 shows two examples of a set images

taken on sample one, i.e., Bi in bar form, at 200 KeV. In this case the sample was prepared

by first grinding Bi in an agate mortar. At the edges of the sample we observe nanocrystals

of typically tens of nms in size with perfect crystallographic structure. In the images one

can clearly appreciate the layered structure of Bi. Interestingly, we noticed that the beam

damaged the sample, eating layers away on measuring. Samples of Bi in pellet form were

prepared using a tomograph technique. The images show a much more homogeneous

structure without nanocrystals even near the edges (see Fig. 7.11 as an example). No

clear picture of stacked layers was ever seen and no damage was observed by the electron

beam in this case. These observations lead us to think that the atomic structure at the

nanoscale is different in our two different types of Bi. The main results reported here

(those at room temperature) were only obtained in the former type of Bi (bar form) while

no clear conclusions could be drawn from Bi in pellet form.

Characterization by scanning tunneling microscope

A home made designed scanning tunneling microscope (STM) with a gold tip was used to

image large flat surfaces in fragments obtained from the Bi rod. These flat surfaces, which

we associate with the (111) direction, can be easily located optically, allowing a controlled

positioning of the Au tip on them. Further re-positioning of the tip can be done using the
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Figure 7.12: TEM images for a sample obtained from Bi in pellet form.

Figure 7.13: STM image of Bismuth exibiting large and flat terraces.
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piezoelectric-stages in the STM unit. Large atomically flat terraces could be observed (see

Fig. 7.13. The heights of these terraces corresponds to a few Bi(111) bilayers. No such

images could be obtained on samples created from the Bi pellets.

7.4 Oxidation and polution of Bismuth at room conditions

The oxidation of the sample is a well know problem in nanocontact experiments at ambient

conditions. The Bismuth-Oxygen (Bi-O) system presents several phases: BiO, BiO2 and

five polymorphic phases of Bi2O3. Each phase is stable at different conditions and also

presents different crystallographic configurations.

The reactivity of the different surfaces to oxygenations is related with the number of

dangling bonds at each surface. In Bismuth, the most inert surface is the (111), followed by

the (110). [? ? ]. This situation could be altered in thin films by surface reconstructions

that reduce the number of dangling bonds. This was reported by P. J. Kowalczyk et

al.[? ]. They found that thin films started to be oxidized from the edges inwards and

after several days of exposure there were still not oxidized regions. They suggest that this

surface becomes inert due to a lattice reorganization.

Depending on different conditions we could have several phases of oxidation. For ex-

ample, in thin films, in the submicroscopic scale, the most common oxide after exposing

Bismuth to Oxygen, at ambient conditions, is BiO. [13]. But also it has been reported the

formation of this kind of oxide in bulk bismuth [? ]. The result of the oxidation at ambient

conditions is the formation of a few monolayers of BiO, that has the same crystallographic

structure than Bismuth, but with smaller lattice parameters.

To analyse the concentration of Oxygen in Bismuth we have used the EDS technique.

This type of test can be performed using Scanning Electron Microscope equipments (SEM).

We are aware that EDS is an experimental method which does not cover the entire surface,

and also that the depth of the electron beam is approximately 10µm. We have used three

different samples of bismuth to study the oxidation in room conditions. Sample A is a

patron sample whose time of exposition at room conditions is 30 minutes. Sample B is an

other sample patron but the time of exposure to room conditions is 1 day. Sample C was

treated thermically, applying a temperature close to 500 C.

Figure 7.14 shows the EDS results obtained, for the three samples. The quantitative

results are presented in table I. The most important fact is that sample A has a concen-

tration of Oxygen and Carbon below 1(%). This is because the resolution of the SEM for

this test is 1(%) and any concentration below this accuracy is undetectable.
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Figure 7.14: EDS spectra in samples A,B and C.

Table I. EDS results

Sample Bismuth (%) Oxygen (%) Carbon (%) Color

A < 100.0 < 1 < 1 Metallic

B 92.24 1.73 6.04 Metallic

C 87.98 4.94 7.08 Red-Green

The results on the concentration of Oxygen reveals that for sample A, where the expo-

sure was low (about 30 minutes), the levels of Oxygen are below 1%. A sample exposed to

ambient conditions for 24 hours shows a concentration close to the threshold of the mea-

suring device, 1.73 %. An finally, the C sample shows a bigger presence of Oxygen after

being heated up to 500 C. According to ref [14], high temperature favors the oxidation in

bismuth, being the most probable oxidation the formation of Bi2O3.

It is really surprising this low oxidation capacity of the patron samples. The low

presence of Oxygen shown in the EDS measurements agrees with the two main facts of

the oxidation of bismuth at ambient conditions. We assume that the larger area of the

crystal after a cleavage is the (111) which is the most inert surface of Bismuth to Oxygen.

And in the worst case scenario, where oxidation has taken place, the formation of a few

monolayers of BiO, has to have a small percentage of Oxygen compared to Bismuth.

In summary, during the process of stretching both electrodes of Bismuth sometimes we

can pull out a bilayer of Bi(111). Now we are convinced that the oxidation of this bilayer is

difficult due to the low presence of dangling bonds. Nevertheless, the bilayer is not exempt

from reacting with oxygen, being transformed to BiO which preserves the crystal geometry

of the lattice, and should not affect to the topological phases.
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7.5 Measurementes of Quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators

in Bi(111)

Cleavage techniques are becoming common in the quest for 2D crystals [15]. With a

few exceptions [14], they remain largely unexplored in the field of topological insulators

(TIs). We report here, using scanning tunneling microscope (STM) based mechanical

and electrical characterization techniques, the first evidence of the QSH phase in a two-

dimensional crystal such as an exfoliated Bi(111) bilayer. The procedure follows closely

that of creation of atomic size metallic contacts [15], namely, repeated indentations of a

tip against a surface. The experiments where done at room temperature (and ambient

conditions) and at low temperatures (4K) in cryogenic vacuum using two Bi samples of

different origin [16] . Related experiments have been reported in the past [17, 18], lacking

a convincing interpretation of the results, but have, in part, motivated our work. As a

rule of thumb (in particular for monovalent elements) each atom forming the minimum

cross section of a metallic nanocontact contributes to the conductance with a value in the

vicinity of G0 [15]. Thus, on retracing the tip after indentation, one-atom cross-section

contacts formed right before complete break-up are signaled by a conductance plateau (as a

function of the STM piezo elongation) near the quantum of conductance G0. Unlike their

more common metallic counterparts, the conductance traces of Bi nanocontacts at 4 K

present several sub-plateaus below G0 before break-up (see Fig. 7.15 a). In Fig. 7.15 b, we

have singled out one trace that manifestly shows four sub-plateaus before the final rupture.

Since each plateau corresponds to an elastic deformation of an atomic configuration in

between plastic deformation events, one can only conclude that few-atom cross section Bi

nanocontacts (as the ones shown in the insets) are much less conducting than their metallic

counterparts. Being a common practice to record conductance histograms to statistically

characterize nanocontacts [15], we have done so using thousands of rupture traces.

We find a large statistical weight below G0 , but no characteristic values can be appre-

ciated[16]. At 300 K the mechanical stability of the experimental set-up is inferior to that

at low temperatures, making it more difficult to carry out measurements in a sistematic

way. Starting from conductance values at a maximum indentation of the order of 10G0 ,

most of the traces either do not break for the allowed range of the piezo, typically up to

300 nm, or fall to zero showing no apparent reproducible behavior. Starting from smaller

indentations(up to 3-6 G0 ), however, consecutive traces may repeatedly show small fea-

tures or short plateaus, including plateaus at G0 (see 7.16 a) which were completely absent

in the 4 K measurements. Notice also the different length scales in Figs. 7.15 a,b and
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Figure 7.15: (a) Selected curves obtained during the process of rupture of a Bi nanocontact
formed after indentation of a Bi tip on a Bi surface at 4 K. (b) Detail of a selected curve
where four conductance sub-plateaus can be appreciated below G0 . The insets represent
possible atomic configurations compatible with the sub-plateau values.
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Figs. 7.16 a,b. Most notably, long conductance plateaus appear on occasions on some

traces (see Fig. 7.16 b), the length of these reaching up to hundreds of nanometers. While

some of them correspond to the initial elongation elastic process (the ones around 3G0 ),

most of them appear after a few plastic events. One way to quantify the information in

these traces is to plot a conductance histogram only with them (we have selected those

exhibiting plateaus longer that 50 nm regardless of the plateaus conductance values). The

result is incontrovertible, showing a large peak at G0 since most of the plateaus are largely

pinned at the quantum of conductance (see Fig. 7.16 c).

An exact conductance value of G0 occurs when two conditions meet: First, the Fermi

wavelength must be of the same order as the nanocontact width. Second, the constriction

potential must be adiabatic in the current direction to prevent backscattering. This hap-

pens, for instance, in a two-dimensional electron gas, where a gate electrostatic potential

can create a smooth quantum point contact even in the scale of the typically long Fermi

wavelengths in these systems [? ]. It can also happen in atomic size monovalent metal

nanocontacts, where the very wide s band is quite robust against backscattering. In the

case of Bi, these two scenarios are, in principle, compatible with the appearance of G0 .

Perfect crystalline bulk Bi presents two types of carriers with very different wavelengths,

one of them unusually long (100nm) [11]. The first scenario, already put forward to ex-

plain the early experiments in Ref. 17, invokes the formation of very large cross section

three dimensional nanocontacts (thousands of atoms) so that the lateral movement of the

long-wavelegth carriers gets quantized. First of all, it is difficult to understand how the

bulk picture of two types of carriers can carry over to constrictions presumably lacking

long crystalline order. Even accepting this picture, it is quite hard to imagine how these

constrictions may be stable during very long piezo displacements. Even more difficult to

accept is the fact that they must form right before rupture without then going through

a very large number of plastic deformation events. Finally, this scenario excludes the

short-wavelength carriers altogether. The second scenario where atom-size constrictions

are responsible for the appearance of G0 is ruled out by the fact that sub-quantum plateaus

can be seen in most traces (see Figs. 7.15 and 7.16 ) and also by our calculations (see be-

low). We now give our rationale to our findings. Bulk Bi can be viewed as a layered

material in the (111) direction (see Fig. 7.17 a); much as graphite, but with a stronger

electronic coupling between layers. In fact, a Bi(111) bilayer is similar to graphene in

many respects, in particular the atomic structure is that of a puckered honeycomb lattice,

with the atoms of one sublattice shifted perpendicularly with respect to those of the other

sublattice. A Bi(111) bilayer has been predicted to be a QSH insulator [7] with a large
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Figure 7.16: (a) Traces of conductance during the process of rupture of a Bi nanocontact
formed by repeated indentation of a Bi tip on a Bi surface at 300 K. Note the large piezo
displacement (in the range of 100 nm) required to produce conductance variations similar
to the ones obtained at 4 K (1 nm), shown in Fig. 7.15. The behavior of the conductance
curves in the initial stages of the elongation process (i.e., at high conductance) denotes
an unexpectedly large elasticity of these Bi nanocontacts. After the initial elastic process,
plastic deformations occur and conductance features and short plateaus appear at several
values, including G0 . (b) Conductance traces exhibiting plateaus with elongations of
tens and hundreds of nanometers attributed to the occasional exfoliation of large flakes
of Bi(111) bilayers between tip and substrate. Most of the plateaus are pinned at G0 .
(c) Histogram of conductance obtained from tens of traces exhibiting long plateaus. The
histogram exhibits a clear peak at G0 which reveals that this value is particularly frequent
and robust.
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bulk gap and three pairs of helical edge states[19]. This odd number of edge states guaran-

tees that the transport properties of a Bi(111) flake should be robust against size, shape,

and weak disorder. In particular, it should generically exhibit a universal two-terminal

conductance of G0. Given the layered structure of Bi, the general picture that naturally

emerges from our experiments is that of a contact-induced exfoliation of a Bi(111) bilayer

(see Figs. 7.17 c and d). We first note that the inter-bilayer coupling is about ten times

weaker than the intrabilayer covalent bonding [11]. The Bi(111) surface presents a Debye

temperature in the 70-80 K range[20] so that at ambient conditions it should not come

as a surprise that, once a gentle contact is made on the appropriate surface orientation,

retracing the tip can peel off a single bilayer. One extreme of this bilayer (while the rest

remains in contact with the surface) sticks to the tip which now acts as an electrode (see

Fig. 3c and movie [16]). The specifics of the proposed mechanical exfoliation are unknown

to us, being unclear whether the tip breaks the surface or simply elastically deforms it after

indentation, and whether slip directions on the (111) planes favor slipping over detaching

mechanisms. The number of atoms participating in the contact at maximum conductance

is also unknown, but it remains large enough after exfoliation so that the theoretically

expected intrinsic conductance G0 of the bilayer is not masked by the contact resistance.

With this picture in mind, the conductance sub-plateaus below G0 can only reflect the

breaking of the tip-bilayer contact or the progressive breaking of the bilayer, a process in

which a bidimensional nanocontact may form (see Fig. 3d and insets in Fig. 4a). Since

a weakly disordered Bi(111) bilayer is expected to exhibit a maximum conductance of

G0 , we can only expect the nanocontacs thus formed to conduct less due to inter-edge

backscattering at the constriction. This is more clearly observed at 4 K where plateaus

never appear at G0 . We attribute this absence to the stronger inter-bilayer binding at low

temperatures which prevents the exfoliation of a sufficiently large flake. Interestingly, the

up-turns of the subplateaus rarely surpass G0 .

We support our hypothesis by performing quantum transport calculations on imperfect

Bi(111) bilayer nanoribbons. To this aim we model Bi through a 4-orbital tight-binding

Hamiltonian with the parametrization given by Liu and Allen[21]. In order to account

properly for the electronic structure at the edges, we have carried out self-consistent calcu-

lations including local electron-electron interactions[16]. As can be seen in Fig. 7.17 b), a

Bi(111) bilayer nanoribbon (along two characteristic cystallographic orientations) presents

a band structure where the valence and conduction bands are connected through an edge

state band that extends over the whole Brillouin zone. This edge band cuts three times the

Fermi energy and presents the same topology as that computed with more sophisticated
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Figure 7.17: (a) Atomistic view of bulk Bi as composed of a superposition of Bi(111)
bilayers. (b) Band structure of Bi(111) bilayer nanoribbons along zigzag (left) and armchair
(right) directions as obtained from a self-consistent tight-bindingmodel described in the
SI. The inset shows a top-view section of these nanoribbons. The edge bands connecting
valence and conduction bands are shown in blue. The Fermi energy (set to zero) crosses
three times these edge bands which gives rise to three conduction channels. (c) Pictorical
representation of the proposed process of exfolation of a Bi(111) bilayer after contact with
the STM tip. One (out of three) helical edge channel is also represented. (d) The same
as in (c) but for the last stages of piezo elongation before break-up where a few-atom
constriction forms.
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DFT calculations [19], which gives us confidence in our model. We have also verified that

the nature of the wavefunctions in this band follows that expected in a QSH insulator[16].

Fig. 7.18 a) shows examples of the calculated conductance (as a function of energy) G(E)

for model constrictions across Bi(111) bilayer nanoribbons. A common way to calculate G

is through the Greens function formalism and the partitioning technique. The constrictions

shown in the insets extend in the form of semi-infinite nanoribbons on both ends, which

we call upper (U) and lower (L) leads. In the limit of zero bias and zero temperature the

conductance simply becomes

G =
e2

h
Tr[GC(E)ΓU (E)GC(E)ΓL(E)] (7.4)

where GC is the Greens function of the constriction, ΓL and ΓL are the coupling matri-

ces connecting it to the leads. The calculations were carried out with our own implementa-

tion of these equations[22, 23], taking fully into account the atomic SOC[24]. As shown in

Fig. 7.18 b, approaching the one-atom minimum cross section from larger cross sections,

constrictions featuring less than approximately five bonds conduct below G0 (at the Fermi

energy EF = 0), while wider ones conduct G0 . This result can be simply understood in

terms of strong intra-edge backscattering of two of the edge channels and partial inter-edge

backscattering of the remaining helical pair at the narrowest section of the constriction (see

Fig. 7.17 c). Only in disorder-free ribbons with perfectly defined edges the three channels

can fully transmit. As can be appreciated, results for different types of constrictions and

edge terminations exhibit the same robust conductance value in the vicinity of G0 , which

manifests the topological origin of the edge states. Our estimate of a minimum of five

bonds for a constriction to support G(EF ) = G0 is consistent with the maximum number

of plastic events typically seen below G0 before the constriction definitely breaks (see, e.g.,

Fig. 7.15 b). In summary, we have reported and offered a consistent interpretation to the

appearance of extremely long quantum of conductance plateaus in the formation process of

Bi nanocontacts. We attribute it to the occasional local exfoliation of Bi bilayers, predicted

to be 2D topological insulators. Other interpretations cannot be ruled out, but should ac-

count for the extraordinary fact that the quantum of conductance cannot be associated

with a single-atom contact and that it appears at room temperature in ambient conditions.

7.6 Conclusions

In summary, we have reported and offered a consistent interpretation to the appearance of

extremely long quantum of conductance plateaus in the formation process of Bi nanocon-
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Figure 7.18: (a) Conductance vs. electron energy for four constriction models in zigzag
(ZZ) and armchair (AC) Bi(111) bilayer nanoribbons. (b) Conductance at the Fermi energy
for many constrictions models in ribbons of both crystallographic orientations as a function
of the number of bonds remaining in the constriction. The subindexes denote central (C),
lateral- (L), and wedge-type (W) constrictions. Notice the minimum number of four bonds
to obtain a conductance>> G0.
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tacts. We attribute it to the occasional local exfoliation of Bi bilayers, predicted to be

2D topological insulators. Other interpretations cannot be ruled out, but should account

for the extraordinary fact that the quantum of conductance cannot be associated with a

single-atom contact and that it appears at room temperature in ambient conditions.
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Conclusions

We can summarize the main achivements in this thesis work as follows:

- We have studied the phenomena of jump to contact and jump out of contact with

experiments and simulations in different metals. Our studies provide information about

the geometries of the nanocontacts before the contact and before breaking the contact.

Moreover, a systematic study for different materials provide relationships between these

atomic scale processes and macroscopic properties of the materials.

- We show that it is possible to create stable and atomically well-defined tips by indenta-

tion of an electrode into a surface as long as the indentation is limited to a few conductance

quanta, ≈ 5G0 in the case of gold. Simulations provide an explanation, showing how, under

repeated indentations, two pyramidal tips with (111) faces form.

- We provide experimental evidence for the formation of diatomic long chains in gold.

These diatomic chains have been observed in MD simulations and their conductance, as

obtained by DFT, is in agreement with the experimentally measured values. Moreover, we

show that there is a clear relationship between the formation of monoatomic chains and

diatomic chains in gold.

- Finally, our experiments show that Bismuth nanocontact at room conditions present

enormous plateaus of conductance close to 1G0. We can identify these structures as bilayers

of Bi(111). Tight-Binding calculations of these structures and experiments show that they

have characteristics corresponding to a topological insulator. This result provides a possible

path to create topological insulators at room temperature.

Therefore, we can say that this work has improved our understanding of how two metals

connect at the atomic scale, as well as how a nanocontact breaks also at an atomic level.
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Conclusiones

Podemos resumir los principales resultados obtenidos en esta tesis doctoral en los siguientes

puntos:

- Se ha estudiado el fenómeno de salto al contacto y salto fuera del contacto tanto

experimentalemente como a través de simulaciones en distintos metales. Nuestros estudios

proporcionan información sobre las geometŕıas de los nanocontactos antes del contacto y

después de la ruptura del contacto. Además, un estudio sistemático en diferentes materiales

nos ha permitido obtener relaciones entre estos procesos a escala atómica y propiedades

macroscópicas de los materiales.

- Hemos mostrado cómo es posible crear una punta estable y atómicamente bien definida

mediante la indentación de un electrodo sobre una superficie, siempre que la indentación

esté limitada a unos pocos cuantos de conductancia, ≈ 5G0 en el caso del oro. Nuestras

simulaciones dan una explicación a este fenómeno, mostrando como, después de repetidas

indentaciones, se forman dos puntas piramidales con caras (111).

- Mostramos evidencia experimental de la formación de largas cadenas diatómicas en

oro. Estas cadenas diatómicas se han observado también en las simulaciones de dinámica

molecular y su conductancia, obtenida mediante DFT, está en buen acuerdo con los valores

medidos experimentalmente. Además, mostramos que existe una clara relación entre la

formación de cadenas monoatómicas y cadenas diatómicas en oro.

- Finalmente, nuestros experimentos muestran que nanocontactos de bismuto en condi-

ciones ambiente presentan unos enormes plateaus de conductancia con un valor cercano

a 1G0. Hemos podido identificar estas estructuras como bicapas de Bi(111). Cálculos de

tipo Tight-Binding de estas estructuras y experimentos muestran que tienen caracteŕısticas

t́ıpicas de un aislante topológico. Este resultado abre posible un camino para la formación

de aislantes topológicos a temperatura ambiente.

Por tanto, podemos decir que, este trabajo supone una mejora en nuestros conocimien-

tos sobre cómo dos metales se conectan a escala atómica, aśı como sobre cómo un nanocon-

tacto se rompe, también a nivel atómico.
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